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All Falls Down: 

 The mid-teen age years can be like a big crazy fall down a mountain side. All I really needed was a nice 
dramatic soundtrack to my life and it would be an Oscar nominated performance. Where I stood was similar to 
a doomed snow boarder who was trying to break a record. Standing alone at the highest point of no turning 
back, I was ready to conquer my fears. Those who were closest to me wished me not to put myself in danger, 
while those who just wanted a show cheered me on. Fear, stubbornness, ignorant youth, and a high dose of 
anger in all its forms allowed me to jump. Confident and assured that I knew what I was doing, I instantly lose 
balance and begin the long tumble down the mountain side. Where I was at now was the initial loss of 
balance. It wasn’t until the third or fourth roll that I realized there would be no slowing or stopping this fall 
and that it would hurt. Of course, I can’t snow board and never have. That’s just an idea of how my situation 
could be compared. 

 So there I am, standing in a room putting my clothes back on. Changing out of the juvenile detention 
center suit and back into my own clothes, I didn’t even consider the damage I was doing to my family. I know I 
caused trouble, but the only thing on my mind was getting home and disposing of the evidence that would 
really screw me. The heavy electronically operated door opened and I was clear to walk on out to “freedom”. I 
passed through into a room where parents were waiting for their kids, or to speak with an officer. There was 
my mom with the saddest look on her face. It’s strange to me that looking back now I feel terrible, but at the 
moment I felt nothing for my mother. At 15 my mind was so preoccupied with things that had no value and 
were mostly an illusion. We walked out to the car and left the facility. I knew it would have to come, but the 
lecture I was getting was not what I had in mind. I wondered if she had searched my room and found what I 
didn’t want her to see. I just had been released from robbing her neighbor’s house. Under my bed was a 
similar story, but with much more grave consequences. As distracting as this idea in my head was to me, she 
caught my attention midway through her lecture. I understood that she was explaining I would be going away 
for a while. I shot glances around to my left and right and realized that we were heading far away from home.  
What I caught from my mama was that I was going to some kind of rehab for a little while.  Panic was 
spreading all throughout my body. I felt sick to my stomach with worry. I faced away from my mama and 
closed my eyes. 

 My eyes opened to my door being pulled out and a massive man leaning in to grab me. I was instantly 
on alert and in defensive mode. I shot one look for my mama and saw her talking to the other man by their 
car. A steel trap grip was on one of my wrists as the man’s other hand slapped one cuff on. One thing I did 
know, these guys were not cops. My only reaction was to punch this guy and try to run for it… Not even close. 
A mist of pepper spray and I was lost in a stinging blindness. Out of the car and face down into the dirt with 
my second hand behind me now fully locked in cuffs. I screamed for my mom who I could only hear begging 
me to stop and be good. She was crying and I was being dragged by each arm off into a car. I laid in the back 
seat fighting to regain my sight for the next few hours. About half an hour before I arrived at my destination I 
started to be able to see. A single dark road through the woods that leads to who knows where. The sun was 
on the verge of starting to rise. Finally we pulled into this big clearing in the woods where a bunch of two story 
cabins were. It really looked some kind of early colonial town. It was around five in the morning when we 
arrived at the Montana facility. 
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Montana: 

I was taken into this processing room where they did what’s called an intake. Give you and mark your 
set of clothes which include: three white tees, three khaki pants, three maroon collared shirts, and three pairs 
of socks. There they explained to me that they were a privately owned company that would help me 
reevaluate my life for the better and get me sober. Oh yeah, and I’d be here for the next year at least. I could 
literally feel something inside my mind snap. All my bullshit had finally caught up to me and was here to bite 
me in the ass. And it wasn’t over yet. My mama would go through my room like a looter in the Los Angeles 
riots. From there, who knew what would happen to me. Next I was led to my housing section where I had to 
shower and get my head shaved. Then I was left with my new group (family) to fend for myself. There was still 
about half an hour before my new family had to wake up. I was showed my bunk and sat up there thinking.  

 Nothing so far in my life felt like how this felt. A deep down understanding that everything I had once 
known was over for the next long stretch of my new life. I was cold, my head felt naked, and I was in a strange 
place I knew nothing about except that it was in Montana. I thought of my friends, my little brother and sister, 
all the things I once enjoyed. I don’t get depressed, but that was the closest I had ever been so far. I wanted to 
die. I felt like I did die. This is where I retranslated my depression into a raw form of energy. I turned it into 
anger that fueled my entire body. I blamed everything and everybody for my situation. I thought of my mom 
and wanted to burn her alive. I looked around at each of the bunks and hated every one of those people. I 
didn’t even know them, but they were reminders of where I was. My clothes, my shaved head, the entire 
facility was one big ugly wall that needed to be torn down. Cooperation from me would be out of the 
question. To be honest, if I would have just let myself see that this was all my own doing, I could’ve been out 
in nine months. The program runs on a six level structure, built on points earned and lost daily. Another key to 
advancing through levels is seminars. Self help and self motivation seminars that test your ability to deal with 
emotions, accept responsibility, and deal with issues that keep you from success. I’ll go into greater depth of 
what these seminars are later on. When operated properly they can be a very useful experience and give you 
valuable tools to deal with life. Saying this now feels like a betrayal to part of me that once was in total 
control. A stubborn 15 year old boy who was always miserable and loved it. I declared war on the program 
back in the intake room. They told me from this point they could literally keep me till I turned 18. That was 33 
months from where I was at that moment. Denial was my best tool in deceiving myself. Self sabotage was as 
much a part of me as my left side of the brain. The two coexisted as the best of friends. I like to think that 
today I have a better hold on it, but I still find little tracks left behind by myself to set me up.  

 Life went on for about three months in this Montana program. I hated every day and always found new 
ways to show it to everyone. I was in fights pretty regularly, gave a run attempt that failed, and was a very 
outspoken jerk. I made a lot of enemies quickly and even more by turning on those who did team with me. I’d 
use my leadership abilities to rally and gather a group of equally angered and vulnerable kids. Then I would 
lead them down a path or foolishly planned mission on purpose. To keep it real, I was something like the devil. 
I’d let the elements of the program take their toll on my peers and beat them down to where they are 
weakest. At that point I would step in and influence them to throw away months worth of points and levels 
out the window. When you drop from even level 5 out of 6, you start all over. You don’t have to do the 
seminars, but you’re back to level one with no points. I’d watch people go from level five to level three, and by 
the end of the night they’d be level one like me. I didn’t care about them or me. I just wanted to raise hell. 

 A month after being there I found that my mom had ransacked my room. Over $100,000 worth of 
property was returned to Officer Munoz. Yep, me and my friend had broken into a cop’s house and cleared 
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him out. Took his guns, bullet proof vest, 10 years on the force gold Rolex watch, his wife’s jewelry box, and 
other electronics. I was looking at 40 months for the crime if I got tried as a juvenile. It was here that I made a 
very big mistake that I would regret. 

 I was always in trouble at this school. They had a room where you had to sit and serve off negative 
points by writing all day. Being locked up was still fairly new to me. At five months now, it felt like forever 
since I’d been home. 28 more months to go was starring me in the face. At this point, a revelation that I need 
to work my way out could’ve came to me but didn’t. If it did, it was over run by an extremely stupid idea that 
in its own way would get the desired result. I was having an issue with a guard here. It started off as a shit 
talking match that went a little too personal. He threw in my face how I had lost everything and pointed out 
that he went home every two days to enjoy all the freedoms I had lost. I threw in face that his mother was 
dying of cancer and that his wife had just left him. I also added that she was probably cheating on him, would 
take the kids and home, and that he’d be better off drinking a bottle of Jack Daniel and shooting himself. That 
might sound mean, but I was a notoriously brutal little shit that knew no bounds of censorship or lines to 
cross. So began the beef with the guard. He never forgave me for that very public burn on his pride and self 
esteem. He responded by sending kids to beat me up, tear up my pictures and letters, and other forms of 
attack. I couldn’t be happier with that, I welcomed all forms of attack because of the window to strike back it 
afforded me. One day I was in the shower when three kids tore my shower curtain down and started wailing 
on me. I fought them off buck naked but slipped a lot and had a lot of bruises. Back to worksheets… 

We lined up to take a trip to the out house. Me behind five other students and a sharpened number 
two pencil in my right hand. The guard turned his back to open the door. It’s hard to write this and not edit it 
out because I don’t want people to see me as some kind of monster. But in that case, I wouldn’t be able to 
express most of my story. I slammed the pencil into the side of the guard as hard as I could. He jerked away 
and the pencil broke with one half stuck in his stomach. I remember his face was lit with fear. Not anger or 
rage, but a real genuine painful fear. I threw as many punches as I could and brought him face down to the 
ground. I remembered my eyes burning with pepper spray as the transports dragged me away. I kicked him as 
hard as I could repeatedly. Two of the students who were in front of me joined me as we showered kicks on 
the guard. Guards came running from every direction and different rooms at us full speed. The wind was 
knocked out of me before I hit the ground. Now it was my turn for a boot party. My adrenalin was so strong 
that I can’t remember what it felt like or if I even felt it at all. But I’ll never forget the feeling as they walked 
me away to isolation. Everyone within ears range of what happened was looking at me through the windows, 
the left open doors by guards, or wherever they could sneak a peak. I absorbed their weakness, admiration, 
and shock into my ego. But I had crossed a line there was no turning back from. The warden came to my room 
and we had a brief discussion. It was clear I was no longer part of the Montana program. Part of me was 
actually considering the possibility that I might be going home. Even if I was, I had police waiting for me like 
the pizza guy for his tip. But I had at least one “victory” on my belt. Montana started a war when they pepper 
sprayed me and dragged me away. I had said five months ago that they wouldn’t contain me and now they 
had given up. 

 The fat man who sprayed me and brought me here showed up outside my cell with a new partner. My 
door opened and the cuffs came on. I was walked to the back seat of their transport car and sat with a 
satisfied smile. My transports drove me down the road and for about 15 minuets to a hotel. We got a room 
and I sat down on the bed. From this point I was awaiting to see what was going to happen to me. The fat 
man, (Russ) informed me that my mama had just been told I was expelled from the Montana program. The 
alternative program for those kicked out of American programs was a facility in Jamaica. A facility notorious to 
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the American programs as a method of fear. The rumors of what happened in Jamaica were backed by articles 
of governors who had tried to shut it down for child abuse. After being released from the Jamaica program in 
late 2007 I saw a 60 Minuets report on my school and read a New York Times article about torture schools 
across the world. Jamaica was the last one left standing until it closed in the beginning of 2008. 

Second Chance Transport:  

So I sat there wondering if my mama would really send me to that Jamaica program. Her new 
boyfriend was a pretty rich guy and had been paying my way through Montana so far. I’m sure he didn’t mind 
having me out the picture. In the mean time, I got to have things I’d missed so much: Fried chicken, pizza, pop, 
cigarettes, and TV. Russ ended his shift the next day and this other guy showed up named Dave. Dave and I 
got along great right off the bat. The other transporter was a female, so I used all my charm to get on her good 
side. We were watching movies and chillen, might as well try to build up a guilt trip, right? Well the female got 
a call from her baby’s daddy on around the fifth day of watching me. They got in a big fight and she was left 
very vulnerable. I consider myself a pretty good reader of character and have pretty accurate predictions on 
people’s life styles. When she came out of the bathroom I blurted out a suggestion that she should smoke a 
bowl of marijuana. Her and Dave exchanged looks that indicated to me that I was dead ass accurate about 
assuming they were pot heads. Dave sat next to me and put his arm over my shoulder. He got a light choke 
hold grip on my neck and told me that smoke a bowl was what they were going to do. He explained how they 
had never once done anything close to this, but they trusted me and liked me. I was nominated and elected a 
seat on the circle of a joint. In my head, trumpets sounded and a song of victory was playing on full volume. 
For two reasons, one was that I was going to get high and the second reason was having marijuana in my 
system. I planned to offer my transports a choice. Either let me go and say I ran faster than you ever seen a kid 
run, from there I would disappear forever, or I turn you in for smoking bud with me and you get fired for sure. 
We all smoked and had a good old time for the night. The day came when the female was going off shift and 
Russ would be back. That’s when I gave them their options. I got looks of “how could you”, “you’re fucked up”, 
and other panicked thoughts. They weren’t sure if I really would do it. Russ showed up and the girl was getting 
ready to leave. Russ was on the phone with my mom. I turned back to her and Dave and asked if they made up 
their minds yet. Dave gave me a cold look and told he was going to go take a shit. If I wanted a real shot to 
run, now was the time and I’d have to earn my way out.  

 Soon as the door shut, the female looked at me and smiled. My feet were numb with adrenalin. Each 
step I took exploded with fire. Russ was outside and turned to see me bolting out of the room. I ran with every 
spark the sun ever felt. Down the side walk and up into the parking lot. It was dark, cold, and I could see every 
star in the sky. Behind me, Russ screamed at the top of his lungs trying to catch me. Never. I kept running for 
the chance of my life. The chance to have life and not sit behind bars waiting for time to surrender me. A 
restaurant was off to my left with a trail on the side of a tree line. I reached it and kept running. Off to my left 
was the tree line. I’d take my chance of running through the woods in the dark. I broke into the tree line and 
fell into darkness. Down I went off an embankment of a river bed. That part is still a haze. I remember my eyes 
opening and me on a stretcher being carried up the hill. The cliff was 25-30 feet down and I had suffered a 
concussion. I woke up in a hospital and was released later that night. Dave went home that night and the 
female watched over me all night waking me up every few hours.  

 The next morning my mama called Russ’s cell phone and told me I was going to Jamaica. I felt sick and 
broken spirited. I couldn’t believe it and refused to accept it. Now I was in shackles and hand cuffs, so there 
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was no more chance of running. Dave returned that morning and I never saw that female transport again. We 
loaded into the car and headed for the airport. 

 We landed in L.A. that night and found out our flight to Jamaica was canceled. Dave and Russ were 
mad as hell. This was day eight of transporting me. So we had to get a hotel for the night and wait till 
tomorrow night for another flight. All through LAX airport, down the street to the hotel, all the way to burger 
king and back I was in hand cuffs and shackles. Before bed I went to use the bath room and noticed the 
window. Simple as pull up and jump out, only problem was we were on the 2nd floor. Then I remembered I just 
went flying off a cliff in Montana. A little jump would be fine. Russ was still mad at me for running away, so he 
cuffed and shackled me to the bed. I barely slept at all though. I was formulating a plot. Eventually I fell asleep 
of course, and woke up around eight o’ clock. I asked Russ, who was still super knocked out tired, if he could 
unlock me to go shower. He did reluctantly and told me to not try anything slick because Dave was in the living 
room. I smiled at him and told him not to worry. I went into the bathroom and turned on the water. I 
tightened my shoes and stripped down to my basketball shorts and wife beater. I opened the window and 
wiggled my way out to the ledge.  

So here I am, hanging onto the ledge of the window two stories up from the parking lot. I let go and 
dropped down to the concrete. When I hit, the wind was knocked out of me and I found myself on my back 
looking up to the clear beautiful California sky. My feet stung from landing and I fought for air but I felt a rush 
of adrenalin. I was on my feet stumbling for the black gate that would lead me to the main street. I was up and 
over the gate and took off running like Forest Gump.   

 The sun was up and shining on my back as I ran street after street. Taking a left every now and then to 
put space between me and my transports. There is no way to describe how I felt with every step I put between 
me and my captors. It was ecstasy! Here I was, running down the streets of Inglewood California with a smile 
bigger than you will ever see on my face in my entire life. I wanted to cry it felt so good. An endless line of shit 
talking was playing through my head. I cursed and laughed in the face of my mother, step dad, my transports, 
the Montana program, everyone who thought they could tell me where I was going. Standing on Crenshaw 
blvd I saw the metro link rail pull up. I ran up the steps and jumped on the link rail out of the city. On my way 
cruising further and further away I spotted the grey hound station. I got off at the Compton grey hound station 
and remembered how grey hound gives tickets to kids who are run a ways. I sat across from the station 
absorbing everything that had just happened. I soaked in, breathed in, and basked in my victory. I had won!  

There was nothing any one could do about it, Adrian had 100% escaped his fate. Then I thought of my 
mama. I missed her and my little brothers and sisters. I missed my Grammy. The feeling was guilt that I was 
escaping something I had honestly created and deserved. I caught an overview of what had led up to this 
moment. I had robbed people, caused my mama so much pain, left my siblings without their big brother, 
stabbed a guard, ran away from my transports, and now here I was. The problem was where to go from here. 
No money, no tickets, no plan, and I’m in Compton right now. Part of it was that I also had no one chasing me. 
I had blown my transports chance of getting me back out of the water so bad that I knew they couldn’t catch 
me. Even if they put out a description, it’s South Central Los Angeles! Be on the look out for a young male 
wearing basketball shorts, black hair, brown skin, and around six foot? Yeah right… 

I spent the day smoking weed and drinking with bums. Night started to fall and that wasn’t good for 
me. I could easily be mistaken as a Mexican gang member and shot for no reason in this former murder capital 
of the United States. Tipsy and pretty stoned, I worked up a pretty nice storm of paranoia and made a 
decision. I was going to turn myself in to my transports and go to Jamaica. I’m still not sure why I did that or 
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how, but I navigated my way to the hotel and knocked on the door. I guess the decision came from my 
upbringing with my first step dad who raised me. He was a Special Forces Ranger and drilled in ideas of honor, 
responsibility, duty, and never being scared to man up. I had decided to own up and ride the storm I had 
created. A decision that I have mixed feelings about to this very day.  

 Russ opened the door and stared at me. “I don’t know if I should punch you or you hug you man.”, he 
said to me. I wish he would’ve punched me and knocked some sense into me. I was free as a bird and had 
gone back to the hotel for god knows why. My stomach went sick as I walked through the airport. Each step I 
took I tried to make sense of why I was here. Passing through security I looked into the eyes of the airport 
officer and solemnly as I could told him that I was an American, fifteen years old, being taken out of the 
country against my will. He looked at me, back at my papers, and waved me through with my transports. The 
only thing I could think of from here was to scream that I had a bomb and was here for Jihad. But I didn’t. I 
can’t say what could’ve happened if I didn’t go back. From that point there were a million different 
possibilities. But now I was currently on my way through the L.A. airport in cuffs and shackles. I was put on the 
plane with Russ and lifted off the runway towards a nightmare that would last the next two and a half years. 

 I’ll never forget landing in that Jamaican airport. The humidity was like a warm damp blanket had been 
thrown over me. The air was heavy with every breath like standing in a sauna. It was hot, sticky, and I suddenly 
got this scared feeling of being too far from home and lost in a place I did not want to be. The process of 
having to face the bitter truth and reality is like drowning. You don’t want it to happen, you can fight with all 
your might, but you wont find oxygen. There’s no space to breath and it seems like no one cares. Everything is 
happening too fast and your mind takes everything in at once. Then you realize it’s here, and you die inside 
first. Your mind accepts that death has come and is preparing for it before your body has stopped working 
entirely. Then you die and wake up in a Jamaican air port and realize you’re here to pay for your sins. I got into 
the transport bus and was on my way to the infamous Jamaican facility known as Tranquility Bay.  

 

 

Tranquility Bay: 

 I pulled up to the white stone walls of TB. Two metal gates opened and we drove through. We pulled 
into the unloading of passengers dock. I was escorted off the bus and un-cuffed. The sun felt as if I could feel 
every ray slapping my face and neck with a sting. I was once again going through the intake process. Three 
white tees, three pairs of khaki shorts, three pairs of khaki shirts, three pairs of white high socks, a pair of 
sandals, and a water bottle. There were several immediate problems I was looking at. First was that regardless 
of where I would be placed, I am now the “new kid” and thus subject to interrogation. Second, I am a pretty 
big guy even for 15 and that will mean some category of people will feel threatened by my arrival. Third, I’m 
not sure which rumors about Jamaica are true and which are not. If the rumors are true, these guys here are 
probably solid as concrete. Once I completed the intake process to their much more heightened security 
standard, I was taken to my family. 

Looking back at this moment, I can still remember the rush or excitement I felt at the new opportunity. 
I wonder if all the storms I stirred up were just out of being bored. I know that switching the focus to 
something more exciting was a tool of denial that I survived on. As long as I could avoid facing the reality of my 
existence, I could keep my spirit. In a way, my objective everyday was to loose myself and basically float down 
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stream staring at the sky. E Block, or the excellence family, was a group of about fourteen teenage boys that 
would be my new family. At the moment I arrived we were scheduled for down time. Here came all the 
questions from my new family members. Where you from? What did you do to get here? What program were 
you at before? Do you know so and so? Do you claim a gang? What’s going on on the outside?  

 These questions weren’t asked in a friendly matter, but more like I was being checked. So far from 
what I saw around the facility, I was in the top 50% as far as size, but there were some monsters here. Not just 
in size, but in action before and currently to the program. There were guys carrying out murder charges, rape, 
man slaughter, armed robbery, assault and battery, you name it. Lucky for me, this was far from the first time 
dealing with these types of people. Fear was not a badge I was willing to wear. The politics of being locked up 
are tricky. Seem too weak and you’ll become a target. Once a target you have limited options and it’s very 
difficult to break free. I’ve seen it happen, but it takes a very drastic, very public performance to get out of 
that category. Targets are taken advantage of and walked on in exchange for safety. Seem too strong and 
you’ll attract the sharks. Once you are seen as a factor that has potential to challenge the hierarchy of the 
system, you are seen as a threat. People who have been there long enough to have moved up, like their 
position. If they see you as a threat they may try to make a move on you. If you flip the script and take them 
down, you move up.  

In each family there are the leaders who are in charge of the group like a captain. The captain has 
sergeants who are his second hand men that help him run control of the family. They offer cooperation to the 
guards for several reasons. One would be that they can’t beat the guards physically, and that was probably the 
main reason. Another was that there were chores to be done, and using superior force to get the jobs done 
made the guards and the bullies happy. The captain and their sergeants are better represented as the mob, 
with the guards as police.  

The entire boys section of the facility is split into two buildings called the east and west wings. These 
wings have two stories labeled as the top and bottom tiers.   For example, I was in excellence family west wing 
top tiers. The top tier and bottom tier of the west wing get along but compete against each other like sibling 
rivalry. We are hated by every beating heart in the east wing. Like gangs in the streets fight for control of a 
drug cartel or pimp territory, so do we. The guards are all 100% Jamaican and 200% scandalous. A handful of 
weed or little bag of coke might get traded to a student for their shoes when they first arrive. Or if you can 
find a way to exchange with a guard, you could be the recipient of a “shipment”. Food and hygiene are king at 
TB. We got the worst shower and body care products I ever seen. Our shampoo was some kind of egg and 
protein mixture that was supposedly used to clean dogs. Are hand soap was a rock hard scentless block that 
left your skin dried out and itchy. And hot water, not a single drop on the facility. When some body got a 
package for their birthday, hygiene and food was almost always on their list and could be traded away. We 
had no way of smoking any weed, so a few months worth of good shampoo, soap, and deodorant was a fair 
trade. It seems so stupid now, but I fought some body over shampoo. Okay, it was definitely stupid. 

The first day of TB I could tell I’d be miserable for a long time. The next day, before the sun was up, our 
warder came in banging the broom stick on our beds shouting for us to wake up. There were six people to a 
room and every day we had roughly thirty seconds to put up our beds and get to work on cleaning. A weekly 
schedule rotated for who was to do the jobs of cleaning the bathroom, sweeping, mopping, and dusting every 
morning. A tall black kid named Sean, from Huston Texas, was supposed to be cleaning the bathroom this 
week. A target boy brought him the rags and spray to do his chore. “Give it to the new kid.” he said. The target 
brought me the rags and told me Sean told me to clean the bathroom. I looked at the target boy like he was 
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stupid. I was being tested right now. Sean was not the captain of the family, but he was a sergeant. Not 
cleaning the bathroom could mean him and me having problems. Problems with a sergeant means problems 
with the other sergeants and the little targets they have control over. But I already knew what my plan was 
the second I stepped down here. From the Montana program I had a little introduction trial of how to upset 
the balance of order. Plus, I got nothing to lose. 

The sergeants had gotten use to their position of power and in most cases had abused that position. 
The people who sergeants stepped on and walked over were not useless. In fact, they were the key to the 
sergeant’s power. They took the blame for actions they weren’t guilty of, they donated and paid taxes, and 
they were the ones who gave school answers to the tougher kids. There were also those kids who were not 
considered targets or sergeants. They weren’t punks but they weren’t trying act tough. They held their own 
and mostly kept to themselves. The targets on the other hand were already beat down by their sergeants and 
vulnerable. That’s where my strongest characteristic bleeds through. I was planning to cut off the power 
supply to this sergeant and take his place. More than take his place, I would surround myself with those who 
could hold their own and give them strength. From that position, I could move sergeant to sergeant taking 
them out. 

I told the target to tell Sean I’d do it. I took the rags and spray and went into the bathroom. I put the 
cleaning supplies under the sink and walked out without doing anything but take a piss. And not the most 
accurate piss either. We gathered our clothes and headed down stairs for washing. A very new style I wasn’t 
too hyped about. 

 We each got two buckets and filled them with water. One bucket filled a little less than half way full, 
the other about three quarters of the way. We all found a seat and our warder walked around dispensing 
powder detergent soap into our less than half full bucket. You stick your hand in the soap water, swish it 
roughly till it was full of suds, and start hand washing your clothes. There is a method of washing but it can’t 
be explained. This is completely true and you just have to try it. Find your way and you’ll get it soon enough. 
After it’s washed, drop it in your second bucket and rinse. Once it’s rinsed, ring it out, clothes pin them up, 
then get in the shower. Shower stalls and washing is all done outside at 6:30 in the morning. In the winter it 
does get cold despite being Jamaica. And taking a cold shower outside in the winter at 6:30 sucks no matter 
where you are. 

I was washing my clothes when I saw our warder come over to Sean and start bitching him out. 
Something about not cleaning the bathroom or something like that. Sean gave me an intense intimidating look 
after being reprimanded by our warder. I met his stare and did not back down in any way. His challenge was 
met and now left him with the choice. Either he could let this incident remain small, or he could challenge me 
and risk losing his position. He went back to washing and I could feel that he was opting to let it go. However, 
now I was presented with an opportunity. If I were to go on the offense and strike him, I could eject him from 
his position and move up. Life here was a game of chess. Let the pieces around you move and position yourself 
to strike. You may start as a pawn, but you can always upgrade.  

After washing and showering, we headed back to the tiers and were getting ready to go to our class 
room. While we waited for about half an hour, Sean refused to make eye contact with me. My composure had 
changed and I was now on the offensive. I could feel his intimidation and was feeding off it. I had to be careful 
not to go to hard or I’d attract more attention than I wanted. The day kept going and I tried to adjust to the 
new routine which would be permanent for the next few years. Something changed over the next few hours 
with Sean. We had gone to school for our first period, went to PE, showered again, went to lunch, and were 
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now going to group where we’d meet with our family representative. Where she would meet me and I’d 
explain my story of Montana, the transports, and Los Angeles. But in between that time, Sean was now back 
on the offensive. I think he went to talk to some other sergeants and was planning something or had back up. I 
could feel his eyes starring at me and would look to see him glaring at me. I made up my mind on how I was 
going to handle it. After group, most the kids would flock around our case representative as she was leaving 
and ask about their parents.  

Sean was behind a few kids pushing his way towards Mrs. Charles when I blind sighted him. The sound 
of skin slapping together with a solid thud echoed as I swung my fist full force into Sean’s cheek. One hit was 
all it took and he was down. Might be considered a cheap shot because I hit without warning, but that’s how it 
goes down pretty regularly in TB. What speaks for itself is the force you can deliver. A one hit KO would be the 
same as knocking a knight off his horse in a joust. Someone shoved me hard, but no one swung on me. Then I 
felt the strong Jamaican vice grip of our warder on my trap muscles. His other hand twisted my arm behind my 
back and I was led away down the hall. I was about to discover why Sean didn’t really attack me right away. 
The only thing that held more power than the TB prison politics was the guard politics. 

Now, back in Montana, if I got in a fight I would be taken to a room in isolation for 30 minutes. From 
there I was going to that worksheets room where I stabbed the guard before being expelled. Jamaica was 
different to say the least. At the end of the hall way of the top tiers was a restricted area formally known as 
“observation placement”, but locally known as the box. We took a right and walked down a short hall. To my 
left was a room where five students laid on their face with their legs stretched and hands at their sides. We 
kept walking to the end of the hall where the last room to our left was located. My warder gave the guard my 
name and told him I was here for fighting. The guard gave me a styrofoam mat that smelled like piss and 
sweat and told me to go lay down like the rest of the students. The room smelled like the worst locker room 
you have ever been in. Four students lay on their mats face down next to each other. I laid down my mat and 
assumed the position. When I laid down I closed my eyes and felt exhaustion take over.  

A little over an hour later I open my eyes and felt my feet stinging. I sat up and saw at least six or seven 
mosquitoes fly off my feet. The guard seemed irritated that I had got up from lying on my face. He told me to 
“get back in position” as I would soon come to hear much more than I wished. I asked him when my warder 
would come back for me. The guard cracked a little smirk and told me “one week from now.”  

My stomach felt sick. A whole week in here? I guess my face showed all my worry and confusion 
because the guard took the time to explain the schedule. Pretty simple: wake up at 6:00 am like usual, clean 
up, shower, and get down on your face until 10:00pm. You only get to get out of the position during breakfast, 
lunch, and dinner for half an hour. I was starting to panic. What the fuck would I do all day lying on my face 
from six in the morning to ten at night? For now I laid down on my mat and finished off the night. Everybody 
else in the facility was getting ready for bed at 9:00. We weren’t allowed up till ten. Someone from my family 
brought my mattress and my sheets to sleep on. We had to sleep in the box too? That night was a battle of 
being so tired, too hot, and covered in mosquitoes. Maybe two hours total of sleep. And sleep for what? To 
wake up and lay on my face all day? I couldn’t take it, I was panicking. I was miserable and wanted to cry and 
beg them to let me go now. And I had only spent one night so far in the box. Great first three days at TB.   

Fighting through every day of the box was made more difficult by the way it seemed every new day got 
worse. No matter how we cleaned the room, by lunch you are eye to eye level with all kinds of foot dirt, dust, 
pubic hair, and other grime. Ants would crawl by and I’d watch them, envious of their freedom. Have you ever 
had so much taken from you that you live eye to eye with bugs and are still jealous of them. Your neck and 
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back begin to hurt something fierce by the end of the second day. Those mats are far from clean so your face 
begins to break out with pimples and deep rooted black heads. You try to sleep as much time as you can away 
during the day, but by 6:00 pm you’re wide awake and bored out of your mind. Every night the mosquitoes 
come in and begin sucking through your socks, shorts, sleeves, and boxers. The worst part, to me, was being 
hot and bored. I escaped by drifting away into fantasy worlds in my head. Sometimes my fantasies would drift 
to close to home and I would fight the urge to cry. It was in the box that I got my practice in avoiding my 
thoughts of home and began the process of institutionalization. 

 That whole stretch felt like a month, but eventually it was my last day and I was bouncing with 
excitement. The supervisor came in around ten in the morning and we spoke about me getting out. He said 
he’d think about it and get back to me in a little bit. Four hours later he shows up and says I can do my essay. 
My essay? Yeah, I had to write a 2,500 word essay about what I did, what I learned, what I could’ve done, and 
what I will do next time. That took a while to finish but was better than lying on my face. From there I was sent 
to worksheets where I listened to stories on tapes filling out 20 questions for each story. The max points in 
worksheets you could be sent to serve was eighty. You could earn a maximum of 5 points served an hour 
depending on your behavior and test results. So in about 16 hours you could “serve a max.”  

TB also ran their points and levels system the same way that Montana did. It also ran on a 
consequences system. Each day you could potentially earn 16 points based off behavior. The rules were 
broken into five categories of severity. Cat 1 resulted in losing 5 point, Cat 2 resulted in 25, Cat 3 resulted in 
50, Cat 4 lost you all your points with 30 worksheet points, and a Cat 5 took everything and got you a trip to 
the box. Some Cat 4’s could also land you in the box, such as fighting.  

Coming out of the box also leaves you vulnerable in a very bad way. People will try to punk you and act 
up towards you because they know you’re still shook up about being fresh out. One week in the box and 
nearly two days sitting in worksheets was the price for hitting Sean. I heard that I gave him a black eye and 
swollen cheek for a few days. I hadn’t taken his place, but I had gained the attention of my peers and 
established that I was not a target. Sean didn’t want to end up in the box so he laid back. The response from 
my peers was mixed. Some liked that I sent a message right away, some liked that I knocked over someone 
they had grown tired of, and some thought it was still a cheap shot. Regardless, action always speak louder 
than words.  

We were sitting around for the last hour before shut down when I met Rob. Rob Cox was from Newark 
New Jersey and a loner. He wasn’t very big but definitely had spirit. Rob also hated Sean with a passion. Sean 
had pulled a similar move to what I did to him on Rob. Rob was from the East Side Booster Projects of New 
Jersey. He was looking at a full two years left on his sentence. With good behavior he could be out in 18 
months, but he was about fed up with all that was going on in excellence family. We sat for about an hour 
talking while everyone else grouped up in their little cliques of friends and talked. The discussions were the 
same every night; people would sit and lie about stories that never happened or talk about rappers. That night 
I made my first connection. We would be allies and watch out for each other over the next two years of my 
life. 

 

 

Seminars: 
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 I’m gonna take a break from the story to describe the method and operation of the seminars. 
Addressing the seminars and what they are is important because it will help explain why I could not advance 
through the level structure of WWASP. The first seminar is an intro to the philosophy of WWASP’s re-
modification theory. The subjects they address are first your current thoughts and belief structure about your 
self and your life. They want you to accept that the situation you are in now was created by you and is your 
fault. You have to realize this fact first before you will be able to progress. Once you have mapped out your 
beliefs about yourself, they explain that actions follow beliefs and that your actions have led you to the 
present. 

 The next step is to get you to acknowledge the negatives about your life and address them. This is 
done through grouping up with other teens and sharing moments in your life that made you feel less about 
yourself. We grouped up together and had to watch kids pour their hearts out and break down crying. After 
they finished we would all stand up and give them feed back. Then they would switch with another kid and it 
was their turn. If you didn’t cry they gave you feedback that you weren’t taking the seminar seriously and that 
could lead to you being kicked out of the seminar until the next one in six weeks to two months. I personally 
was not able to get up and cry in front of my peers like that. I take full responsibility for not being able to, I 
didn’t want to look weak and had too much pride, but that was me being real. I would share but I couldn’t turn 
on the water works. 

 I was kicked out several times at this point for not crying and returned each time unable to cry. And 
this was just the first day of the first seminar which was two days long. On top of all this, they make you do a 
crap load of homework all night long about your life story and other details of your life. Eventually I made it 
through the first and second day of the first seminar and completed. 

 The first seminar counts for nothing and reaps no benefit to you. The second seminar is called 
“Discovery”, is three days, and if completed will get you around 200 points and make you eligible for level 
three once you get 1000 points. This seminar I must have failed like five or six times. The deeper I got into the 
seminars the more problems I had with their philosophy. They focused too hard on thoughts like, “There are 
no accidents” and other radical ideas that I didn’t fully believe to be true. The “process’s” of helping us work 
through our deeply rooted issues became more extreme too. The second day of discovery, after group 
therapy, was very strange.  

We had to come into the main room with the lights off and sit with our eyes closed as the speaker 
spoke to us. Soft music played as he described to us how we needed to find a peaceful place in our mind that 
would be called our “workshop”. This was a place only for us and only we could go anytime to find peace. 
Then he described that we would see a child running toward us. That child was us and had been lost for so 
long, buried beneath all the pain and negatives we had taken into our life. The entire time he spoke I felt my 
back tingle and my stomach go sick. All my mind could focus on was that it felt like I was being brain washed. 
While he spoke, upper level students set towels rolled up and duct taped next to us. 

The mood of the speaker changed as he brought in a new direction. He asked us focus on all the 
negatives in our past. His voice would rise and keep rising as he built up to this climax of emotion. Then he 
instructed us to pick up the towel beside and beat the ground to release all the frustration of our past! I did it, 
but I wasn’t brainwashed like the others. Everyone was screaming and crying as they beat the ground with 
their towels. It sounded like a war zone with people screaming and crying and towels slapping the tile. I felt 
like I was in some kind of cult. The sight of what was happening alarmed me so bad that I became very 
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uncomfortable being here. This was not something that would work for me. It took me a good five six times 
before I could push through it.  

Focus was the third seminar and the hardest to complete. It’s also one of the most embarrassing 
stories in my collection that I can share with you. I wanted to tweek the story to something that was a better 
look for me but I’m gonna be straight with my readers. So “Focus” was another three day seminar that 
continued where discovery left off. This seminar was to focus on the final phase of re-programming your 
negative patterns. They gave you the intro to their theory by making you first accept responsibility for all the 
actions in your life. You scratch the surface of your own issues and learn how they were created. Discovery 
gave you a chance to dig deeper into the issues, gave you time to address them, and offered a process to 
relieve some of the weight you carried around with you. Focus was here to address the last standing issue in 
your way of a better happier future: your image.  

Your image is the way you see yourself and the groups of people you categorize yourself with. 
According to WWASP, all these images carry negative characteristics and will lead to the growth of further 
negative behavior. In focus we were shown how to destroy this image and be ourselves. An idea that was 
terrifying to people who feel that their image was all they had after being stripped of everything. It is in 
accompany with this truth that WWASP hoped to leave you with truly nothing left but yourself. Think of it as 
burning all your fields to plant new seeds of positive growth. The method of operation in this seminar would 
be through complete and total humiliation of yourself.  

The first two days were the usual groups of sharing and talking with mountains of homework and class 
discussion. The third day was when the final process of what I call the scorched earth policy was to occur. All 
of us were gathered in the room and given a piece of paper that was the name of our “stretch” that we would 
have to perform. Mine said “the butterfly”.  The speaker was telling us all what our “stretches” were and what 
they meant. When he got to mine, I wanted to throw up. The Butterfly stretch was symbolic of me going into a 
form that I use to be, and transforming into a new me with wings to support myself. My fate was that I was 
going to have to get dressed in some tights, a leotard, a set of fairy wings, some make up, wrap myself up in a 
sheet (the cocoon), and come out of that while dancing to a Maria Carry song!!!! I can’t believe I’m telling you 
all of this! 

I was fully dressed and watched as my all peers got dressed up and in front of everyone had to perform 
one humiliating act after another. I wanted to say fuck all of it and walk out, but I didn’t. After they finished 
their disgrace, they had to get feedback. After the feedback, they would close their eyes as the speaker told 
them that their focus family admired their bravery and was there to support them. They were then asked to 
lean back until they fell. We would catch these people and as a group raise them above us and hold them 
while some soft song played. Eventually, my time ran out and I was called to the front stage of the seminar. 

I laid on the floor wrapped up in my sheet while the song started. I wanted to throw up and never felt 
less about myself in my entire life. I was currently on fire burning in the scorched earth analogy. I wiggled my 
way out of the sheet and found myself staring into the eyes of my peers doing the most ridiculous dance I 
could think of. I wanted to cry with embarrassment and felt ashamed of what I was doing. I didn’t feel this 
weight lifted off my shoulders and I didn’t feel like I was a brand new me. I felt like I was being forced to do 
something degrading just to make my way through. When I finally finished, I watched a crowd of freaks all 
dressed up holding me up and I just thanked God it was over. It was a horrible self esteem lowering experience 
that I until now denied to everyone. To me, all I saw was me dressing up like a trans-sexual fairy and dancing 
for an old man. But it came to an end and I was done with all the major seminars. It sucks admitting what 
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happened in that basement seminar, but I was at a point where I had to do what I had to, to get out. I 
completed one more seminar before I left Tranquility Bay. So those are seminars, now back to the story. 

Loss of Sanity: 

Weeks passed into months and soon it was my nine month date of being locked up, and four months at 
TB. My birthday was in exactly one week and that meant I still had twenty four months left. Those numbers 
nibbled at my soul on a daily basis. I went through stages where I would let the time pass like waves. I’d force 
every thought of home away and let weeks and months wash over me. But then the reality would sink in and 
I’d see my situation for what it really was. I wasn’t doing school because I was drawing in class 24/7, and I 
wasn’t getting points or seminars completed. Nine months felt like I was born in Jamaica, I couldn’t take it 
anymore. The week passed and it was the day of my birth 16 years before.  

October 15th 2005, Monday, 6:45 am. I was washing my clothes in my bucket with the worst feeling I 
ever had. Sixteen years ago I was enclosed by walls of flesh and blood, now they were concrete and chain link 
fence. Then, like now, I had to escape. My warder was distracted with helping a student to hang up his 
clothes. Off to the left was the lowest part of the wall in the wash/shower area. I stood up and left my clothes 
right where they were. I walked over to the wall and shot one last look to our warder who was still distracted. 
I jumped up and felt my finger grip the ledge of the wall. That rough brick texture was under my fingers as I 
pulled myself up. My bare feet pressed against the wall and lifted me up to get my arms over the ledge. I 
pulled my legs up and swung them over the wall. My heart was slamming in my chest and I had butterflies in 
my stomach when my feet landed. I can still remember the sting of my landing vibrating up through my legs. 
Soft brown sand beneath me, a breath of crisp morning Jamaican air, and I was running like never before.  

The Montana hotel escape, the Los Angeles escape, was all nothing to how this was. This was a burst of 
painful ambition. A desperate attempt to escape the hell I was living in. I ran down the dirt road feeling thorns 
and rocks digging into my feet and not caring. It seems like all I remember feeling was the icy air in my lungs 
burning with every step. I remember my eyes burning and flooding with water. For a moment I felt a smile 
break across my face like I was actually going to get away. Then I heard the sirens from the facility. Sounded 
like an old World War Two warning that German planes were coming. I took one look behind me and had to 
double take. The gates were opening and two vans came roaring down the road for me. I immediately left the 
road and kept running into the grass fields. Deep inside though, I knew it was over. There was no way out.  

The van stopped and I saw Jamaican guards jumping out and running for me. Still, I kept running until I 
could hear them behind me. I wanted to die when I felt those hands grab my shirt and force me to the ground. 
What came next I was not expecting. The guards had caught me, I was too exhausted to struggle, and here 
they were forming a circle around me. I felt boots slamming into me from every direction. One landed right in 
my gut and forced all the air from my lungs. Another connected with my eye and split my eyebrow open. I 
could hear the guards shouting but still felt kicks. Finally they stopped and I felt hands lifting my limp body up 
and dragging me towards the van. They threw me in and we drove back to the facility. I was struggling for air 
the entire time and felt pain everywhere. Through the window I could see us passing back into the gates of 
tranquility bay. Warm blood was caked on my face from my eyebrow being split open. Happy sixteenth 
birthday Adrian! 

 They pulled me out of the van and hosed off my eye. The nurse had happened to be off today 
so I’d have to wait till tomorrow to see her. For now, off to the box where the supervisor told me I’d be there 
for three weeks. At that moment I could’ve committed suicide if I had the tools. I was back in the box and back 
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on my stinky sweaty mat to get comfortable for the next three weeks. As I lay there in pain, I heard over the 
radio guards asking for assistance with a fight in excellence family. Five minutes later I saw Rob being led into 
the room and given a mat. Sean was sitting by the guard and looked more beat up than me. He was actually 
crying like he’d been spanked by his daddy. Rob laid his mat on the floor next to me and I had to ask. You want 
to talk about a true friend; Sean saw me jump the wall and ran to tell our warder. Rob saw Sean snitch and 
handled him at the school. Excellence and Unity family shared the class room first period, which means two 
families watched Sean get destroyed by Rob. The guards knew me and Rob were best friends and 
remembered how I assassinated Sean a few months ago.  He put the two together and moved me into the first 
room of observation placement where I’d be alone. Hanging out with Rob would’ve made the time fly faster, 
but now I was riding solo. That was too much and I cracked.  

Rob got out a week after entering and I still had two weeks left. I wanted to die right there and end it 
all. My neck was killing me, my back felt broken, and I was going crazy. I asked for permission to go to the 
bathroom and got up to get toilet paper. That’s right, everyone had to ask for toilet paper to go to the 
bathroom because there was no toilet paper in the bathrooms. In the hole or not, no toilet paper unless you 
asked for it. I’m not sure where this idea came to me but I’m pretty sure it came from a snap in the brain. I 
went into the bathroom and was taking a dump when I changed plans. I took my feces in my hand and began 
smearing it all over the walls. Eating and laying on your face gets you constipated really bad, so I had plenty to 
work with. From waist to eye level I smeared the poop all over the walls of the tiny dark bathroom. Once I was 
satisfied with the coverage I began to piss all over the walls and floor. From there I remember laughing 
uncontrollably. The heat and humidity mixed with the stench and made me vomit all over the floor. After I 
finished that, I found the mess even more amusing. I knew what going to come from this. The guards would 
come in and beat me till I cleaned it up. In preparation of the guaranteed attack I stripped down to my boxers 
and turned on the shower head. I stood under the water letting the cold water charge and loosen all my 
muscles. I slammed the soap dispenser and lathered up my body to keep them from getting a grip. 

A knock on the door made me jump and start laughing. The door cracked open and light peaked into 
the room. The guard opened the door and caught a glimpse of the little bathroom. I heard the call for back up 
staff to observation placement. I waited in the dark for the guards to come. Behind me near the ceiling was a 
little vent where I heard the supervisor speaking to me from the hallway. He tried to negotiate with me, but 
my mind was made up. All I wanted at this point, at this exact moment in the universe, was for these guards to 
come through the door and fight me. They had pushed in a mop bucket and asked me to clean up the mess I 
created. I just kept laughing and invited them into my temple of shit. I had gone through all this and created 
an arena of human bodily fluids.  

The door swung open and slammed into the wall as guards rushed in. I swung my feces covered hand 
as fast and as hard as I could and felt it slap against the cheek of an unlucky guard. I pushed and squirmed and 
threw my body weight as best as I could. Shit smeared on the walls wore off on the guards. The chaos was 
more like a wrestling match until I felt a fist collide with my chin. My balance was lost and we all fell to the 
ground. Resisting and slipping in piss and vomit we all struggled. The battle required gasps of breath that were 
mixed with a smell so foul that the guards began to vomit. I laid on my back kicking as guards tried to grab 
hold of hold legs and pull me out. With both hands I held on to the toilet for dear life. A rebok classic tennis 
shoe slammed into my face and my hands lost their grip. My body slid across the tile and was turned over on 
my stomach. In a pile of urine, vomit, and cleaning chemicals I was restrained. Restraining students is the 
official method of controlling students who resist the whims of the guards, but is only used in areas where 
cameras can observe the scene. There were no cameras in the box. Restraining includes: twisting limbs in ways 
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not intended, pressure points, grinding of ankles, elbows, wrists, knees, and face into the ground. I was being 
restrained/beaten until I agreed to clean up the bath room. I would never do it and was kind of hoping they 
would kill me. That’s when it turned on me.  

Every 90 days all the students who have been at TB six months or longer get to have an hour session 
with an American counselor. The counselor heard me being restrained and came to see what happened. The 
scene she walked into was one she told me almost made her quit. The guards let me go at the counselors 
request and left me semi alone with her. I looked up and saw her. I didn’t have a counselor because I hadn’t 
been there long enough yet. The look she gave me made me cry. I just sat there crying and couldn’t stop. She 
asked the guards what had to be done for me to stop being restrained. When she found out and looked at the 
bathroom, she offered to clean it if they’d stop beating me. I couldn’t let her do that so I owned up and 
cleaned the bathroom. I know, all that and I still cleaned the whole thing up. I just couldn’t let her do it and 
knew she would. I laid back on my matt and the supervisor came in to talk to me. He said that if I finished my 
two weeks out with good behavior I wouldn’t have any more additional time in the box. I complied with the 
agreement, finished my two weeks, wrote my essay and was back in worksheets. 

After only two trips to observation placement I had racked up a month. My return to my family was a 
little different than I had expected. For one thing, we had a new student. Another was that it seemed my 
family members were waiting for me to get back. Sean had been removed from his position and it seemed 
open. More than open it seemed reserved for me. All the people who resented Sean now looked to me and 
Rob for protection in exchange for support of any kind we wanted. The captain and the sergeants all sat in 
their section of the room sharing extra snacks while the rest of us watched on. I sat next to Rob and started 
talking to him. The subject of the new kid came up and we examined him. His name was Abner and he was 
from the Bay Area. He was shorter than me and Rob but stocky. He was a Mexican gang member from the 
Norteno (North Side) affiliation. We got his attention and called him over. He seemed cool when we talked to 
him. He told us his story of how he ended up here from an American program. We explained the politics of TB 
and how Rob and I operated. I had long been planning to swipe this family and had finally figured out how.  

The next day I was out on the basket ball court for PE. The sun was hot and we had a nice costal breeze 
coming in. Another fact about targets is that they are usually in the age group of 13 to 14 years old. I 
approached a group of targets socializing under the shade of a palm tree. In five minutes I knew how to 
manipulate them into doing what I wanted. By the end of PE they had agreed to do it and were ready to ride 
for the cause. I went over to Rob and told him they’d be ready for us at the shower area.  

 Excellence family was told to line up for the shower area. We got in line and made are way to our 
destination. Our warder stood by the tree in the shade watching us. On the other side of the shower stalls a 
scream came screeching that caught all of our attention. Our Warder ran to investigate and found Garret, a 13 
year old target, sitting in the rocks holding his face crying. “What happened?!” our warder demanded to know. 
All the targets I had spoke to pointed to a sergeant named Travis Thompson. Travis was about to get in the 
shower next to Garret and had no clue what had happened. “He hit me!” Garret accused through sobs. All the 
other targets confirmed the story while Travis protested any part of it. Our warder called for two staff to 
escort Travis to the box for fighting. Travis yelled and threatened Garret and his friends all the way to the box. 
I gave a look to Rob who laughed while we showered. Abner was laughing in his stall too. Rob left a nice little 
shiner on Garret, but didn’t hurt him too bad. With Sean out and Travis in the box, that left two sergeants and 
the captain.  
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 The problem with being captain is you can’t get comfortable. When you get comfortable you start 
earning points and get levels and start to care about your program. Everything is easy when you the man on 
top. The more you chill, the easier the program becomes and you become what are known as working 
students. Those points will mess with your head too. I was willing to bet that Rob, Abner, and I could knock off 
the last two sergeants without any interference from the captain. And I was right. 

 I started by challenging Chris Tenant, a sergeant, to fight me in the bathroom. He reluctantly came in to 
answer my challenge. I fought him fair and square and beat him to submission. In the case of a personal fight, 
that’d be the end. In the case of invasion, we had to promote fear to the opposition and protection to the 
masses. In worksheets I heard this tape about a book called The Prince, by Machiavelli. In that book he 
explained the entire process that a prince must use to properly invade a territory and assume control. Chris 
had given up and I let him up to leave. When he opened the door he met a fist from Abner that nearly knocked 
him out cold. Chris was lying on his back staring up with a blank look on his face. I could tell he was seeing 
stars and fighting for his vision to return. Rob and Abner came into the room and we took our time making 
sure Chris wouldn’t be interested in keeping the sergeant position. After that Chris turned into a loner and 
started really working on his program. That’s when I first really realized that if you let people hide behind their 
masks, you’ll hear a lot of bold words being spoken. But if you take that mask off for them, the tune suddenly 
changes. Chris turned out to be a really cool kid once he let go of trying to act super tuff. His motivation to 
keep that position was fear. That image he had of being a tuff guy was all he thought he had. That’s what 
made him fight to keep it. When that was taken, he was freed to be who he really was. My problem was that 
my mask wasn’t fear, it was anger. If I did take off my mask, you’d still see an angry boy.  

 The last sergeant was called out by Rob who turned down that challenge opting to wait for Travis or 
the captain to help. The captain was nearly to level three when I had worked my way up to the last sergeant. 
He was not stupid enough to throw it all away for the title he could hold in our family. The three of us were on 
the verge of taking over this family in one move. Then something crazy happened that was an all new 
experience and opportunity to all of us at TB.  

Riot: 

It’s a little sad how we all treated the situation with all means of profit for ourselves. All I really 
remember is hearing a female guard screaming on the radio for back up staff to the female side. We, the 
students, were kept out of the loop on what was going on for most the day. People were always fighting and 
getting thrown in the hole on both sides of the facility. Something was different with this situation. The guards 
were scared and keeping it cool. I saw a few female guards crying when excellence family was passing from 
the class to PE or the mess hall. At the end of the night we found out that a female student had committed 
suicide by jumping off the roof at school. The females had a class room at the top of their school building that 
didn’t have a rail or bars like all the rest of us. From that roof a female leapt to her death out of depression. 
What came next was a rumor that our facility was under investigation by the U.S. embassy in Jamaica and that 
we might be closed down. This was far from the truth and where the rumor had started I have no clue. But 
what it gave to us was a hope and dream we all thought of before we went to sleep. At least five times a day I 
thought of leaving this place. With the chaos of the suicide and the rumor of investigation came a plan to riot. 
The boy’s side would be working with the female side to coordinate the attack. The girls were no longer 
allowed to use the roof class rooms and shared with the boy’s side while we were at PE, group, and lunch. 
Before we left the class we’d leave notes in the books for the girls to find and write back. The plan was two 
weeks until we would strike. 
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 The West Wing Top Tiers was the most important part of the riot because that’s where the guards 
would come from. A staircase leads to the level above the top tiers where our day shift guards sleep. The 
staircase is barred off and gated with an electronic pass word. Right below the electronic key pad is a bolt lock. 
That’s how we planned to get over the problem of being over run by guards. Out by the shower and wash area 
was the cabinets where all our hygiene was kept. Those cabinets like everything else had to be kept locked. 
Our warder had a trusted student go and lock up all the cabinets when it was time to go. The plan was to keep 
one of the locks and slap it on the bolt beneath the electronic key pad. The pass word wouldn’t work and 
there’s no way they could no which lock it was to get a key for. The atmosphere of TB had changed for the 
better since the suicide. Guards were more relaxed and trying to be cool and the students were all getting 
along. The truth behind that was that the guards were scarred of investigation and the students were all 
plotting. At PE, all the basketball games had stopped and everyone was doing push ups, pull ups, and running 
laps around the court. The power of the students could be seen by watching the PE field. Every family by the 
hour went out and was preparing for the riot. My plan to over take the family was on hold and my position 
had put me in a very nice place. Like I explained about the captains having relaxed and gained points was still 
very true. Business had to be taken care of that no one else was willing to do. Number one was that all it 
would take was one rat in our facility to alert the guards and our plan would be sunk. Number two was that 
we had to get to the trusted student and get him to give us the lock. Excellence family, Dignity Family, Honor 
Family, Unity Family and Triumph Family were on the top tiers. We were supposed to be the spear tip of the 
riot. We were first to strike, we had to lock the gate, and we had the most active people who would really ride. 
Because of the recent exposure of the former sergeants and the inactivity of our captain, I became the leader 
of all riot functions in Excellence family. I was responsible for making sure that lock got into our hands, on that 
gate, and my troops were active. I instantly became in control of twelve other human beings. I had experience 
in being the puppet master of a few people, but never had the command thrown in my lap. I declared war a 
year ago on all the programs and was now at a point where I could make it happen. It was more than a dream, 
it was all I wanted.  

 While my people prepared, I had to figure a way to get that do good straight lace snitch to hand over 
the lock and keep quiet. It was Monday on the week we were going to launch on Friday. Night came and our 
warder had the binder ready to hand out our mail, if you were loved enough to get any. Names were called 
until our snitch’s turn came to collect his letter. He signed off for his letter and returned to his corner eagerly 
to read it. I watched his facial expressions with detail as his eyes scanned the lines and took in the message. I 
never read the letter but I could read him. It wasn’t a good one. He looked like he was near tears after 
finishing. That’s how I saw my opportunity unfold right in front of me. I took a seat next to him and pretended 
to take interest in his misfortune. He explained his situation and I listened. After he vented his shared 
frustration with life and TB, I sold him the dream. I painted a picture of him being called to get his stuff and get 
on a bus headed for the airport. He would get on the plane and fly to his home town airport where his family 
would be waiting for him. All he would have to do is get me one lock on Friday afternoon when we left the 
shower area. I made it seem so real to him that he agreed. I told him we would all be going home soon and it’d 
all be thanks to him. Everything was set in motion for Friday night, everything was in place, and everything 
was on schedule. That’s when I noticed the guard’s attitude had changed. 

 Thursday afternoon, after lunch, we all gather in our room used for group. We waited for about half an 
hour until our warder told us our family rep would not be coming. When we asked why not, he informed us 
that the facility was on lock down. No school, no group, no body was going anywhere. Fortunately, excellence 
family goes to PE, then the shower area before lunch. We’d get the lock tomorrow and still be good.  
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 An hour later, the supervisor shows up with five of the back up staff behind him. He calls out three 
names and tells us to get up and come with him; Adrian, Abner, and Robert. We followed him into an empty 
room where we were told to stand in a line facing the supervisor. Along the way to this room we passed 
rooms that had the leaders of other families sitting and being guarded by staff. We were definitely exposed 
and snitched out by someone. The supervisor got straight to the point with what he was looking for. He knew 
we were planning a riot, knew the names of who were provoking the riot, and that we were doing this over a 
rumor to get TB shut down. He told us the rumor was not true and that we had better tell him everything or 
suffer the consequences. 

 We didn’t say a word and were swarmed by the guards. They were especially brutal out of spite in 
being plotted on. I was quickly brought to my face and stomped into a flat face down position where restrain 
started. Twenty minutes of getting beat with my friends at my side suffering the same and we were hauled off 
to the box. Room by room the supervisor went “investigating” for the information he so desperately sought. 
As far as the leaders were concerned, I can vouch that none of us spoke a word. We were all crammed into the 
two rooms and long hallway of Observation Placement. The leaders were all captured, but the troops of the 
families had their orders. Everyone from the captains to the snitches and targets all dreamed of making our 
plan come true. If we could tear this place down, we could have what we and ten years worth of tortured 
teens all fantasized about. The supervisor came to the box that night and had three guards show their armfuls 
of weapons confiscated in the cell searches. Friday came with the next day and the guards still seemed 
unaware of our plans to strike despite the set backs. 

 I’ll never be able to forget that night. No one slept and instead waited for the signal. Weapons were 
reduced to socks filled with rocks and tied off at the end. We planned to over run the night staff and use their 
radios as clubs against the guards on the lower levels. I waited with bubble guts feeling ready to throw up at 
any second. I almost was ready to fall asleep until the signal sounded. 

 I heard the sounds of shattered glass right outside of the box. A boy screamed at the top of his lungs, 
“RIOT!!! RIOT!!! RIOT!!!” Me and the captains were up and out of our beds running for the box exit and into 
the top tiers. We came crashing over a guard lying on his back and into the scene. The halls were filled with 
students swinging socks and fists at guards who were truly caught sleeping. I think they thought that taking all 
the leaders out would scare everyone else into aborting the plan. The lights were being smashed out and glass 
rained down all over the brawl. The students came rushing out of the rooms one after the other creating a 
wave like motion of attack. Most the night staff guards had ran when the signal sounded but they all didn’t 
make it.  

Those that didn’t make it were laying in broken glass being stomped and beaten by the students they 
abused. I’ll never forget the looks on these kid’s faces as they took their revenge. Deep burning and purely 
genuine pain and hate burned from everyone of them. The aura’s coming off all of us bounced off the walls 
and ceiling and was infectious. Even boys who had no heart to stand up for them selves were part of the flow 
of human bodies flooding the hallways. They were taking a stand and letting revenge flow from every 
movement of their body. Hitting harder than they ever had tried to hit before. Using their knees to crush and 
bash their enemy into the floor. Their faces were bright red and purple with veins bulging out and eyes wide. 
Some of them looked nearly possessed as they attacked. For the moment, the top tiers were ours.  

Guards were screaming like how we did when they ganged up and tortured us. It was a sound that 
struck us all personally and brought all the pain back. Any time they tried to get to their knees, the mob would 
pull back and stomp them back to the floor. Then they’d pounce on them like a family of pit bulls. The guards 
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were going to die if the students didn’t stop, but so what if they did. At this point, murder was something our 
conscious had justified and we were more than willing to take it there. The guard’s fingers were being broken 
back one by one. Students were sitting on their backs smashing their faces repeatedly into the glass sprinkled 
floor. They screamed helplessly at our mercy that we didn’t have. Destruction was the only goal on our mind. 
If enough damage was done, we would win the attention of the embassy with the death of the female two 
weeks ago. And maybe, just maybe, we would be sent home. The end of the line was overcome, Jamaica, 
where all of us who were kicked out of other programs were sent to serve out the rest of our punishment! We 
personally tore it down with our bare hands! That goal is what fueled us. People were coming out the rooms 
and running down the stairs to help the bottom tiers fight. That’s when I remembered the guard stairs.  

I looked to the guard’s gate and saw no lock. What’s worse, I saw guards coming down the stairs in 
their pajamas with night sticks. Inside I knew I would be the key to this terrible loss for me and all of us. It was 
my responsibility to get that lock and make sure their access was all shut down. It wasn’t and now we were 
fucked. The only response I saw that was worth mentioning was a little white kid from Minnesota who was 
about thirteen and maybe 120 lbs. He saw the guards coming and already had a fire extinguisher in his hands. 
He aimed and sprayed a thick white cloud right at the gate. He held it on the gate entrance until it flew open 
and he was struck in the face. That blow actually broke his jaw before he was knocked unconscious to the 
floor. The cloud of the fire extinguisher was spreading and the guards were now at the highest possible climax 
anger can reach. Our rage and morale had turned to fear. The guards came in like a SWAT team down the hall 
sweeping us all out of the way.  

The original plan for the bottom tiers was to have the students strike the night staff down and head for 
the office which was closed at night. All of our records and paper work were on file and in the computers. Next 
to the office was the pool we weren’t allowed in and didn’t want in if offered. We were going to throw all the 
computers in the pool along with the file cabinets. But it appeared that the supervisor had a little more 
information than he made it look. Half the guards went right to fight the students forcing them towards the 
stairs. The other half came left to fight me and the box escapees. We were the leaders of the families who had 
risen to the top ranks by hand to hand combat and having hearts of warriors. We were the top 30% of the 
facility and the main factor to the riot. I had one of the chairs used by the night staff and threw it at the 
advancing mob of guards. Once the chair flew, the guards rushed us and we collided with them. Being in the 
front I found there was no room to swing punches and was being sandwiched by two sides of the fight. It was 
similar to playing football when a play was set and put into action. We were holding our ground until the line 
broke and our side started to fall backwards. We lost our balance and fell like dominos. The guards were on us 
as we tried to get back to our feet. We fought back but were no match to the grown Jamaican men who were 
mad as an angered wasps nest. Ironically the company they worked for was called WWASP. They weren’t 
interested in restraining anyone; they were about the bare knuckle match. I was punched in the stomach and 
ribs more times than I could count. Then wind was knocked out of me and I struggled to fight for it back into 
my lungs. I was locked in a fist fight with my back against the wall. My mouth tasted like blood and I grew 
more numb and dizzy with each hit that made contact with my face and body. Over the shoulder of the guard I 
was grappling with came a can of pepper spray. A full blast into my eyes and I was done. One last punch to my 
cheek and my balance was lost. I landed on my back and felt shards of glass cut through my shirt and stab me 
all over. I was down and the guards kept coming for the rest of my friends. I was stepped on a good fifteen 
more times before the mob passed over me and I was picked up by two guards and dragged back into the box.  

 The aftermath of the initial attack left much chaos. A lot of people were hurt, mostly students. The 
guards who didn’t make it out when the attack first started had it worst. They were taken to the hospital by 
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ambulance. The halls were covered with glass and blood. The students had only socks to protect our feet and 
the guards came bare footed. The supervisor had extra staff in the East Wing and they came to shut down the 
bottom tiers. While the guards were forcing the rioters down the stairs from the top tiers, the bottom tiers 
were being forced up the stairs. The mob that was smashed in the staircase got it real bad. They were trapped 
and picked off section by section. Once all of us from the box were subdued, those guards stayed watch over 
us as we lay in the room aching over our hurt bodies. I lay on my side feeling my eyes still burning in my head. I 
was crying too. Not just from pain, but how we failed. I failed this riot by not fulfilling what I was assigned to. 
We failed by not being able to break free and tear this place down. Everything would be worse from now on. 
The guards wouldn’t let up, we’d be on lock down forever, and we had just turned the worst place in the 
world a whole lot more miserable. 

 After the guards got us all back in our rooms we went on lock down indefinitely. All of us in the box 
were told there was no guarantee when we’d be out, but no less than a month was the word. The facility 
didn’t move for one week. Food was brought to the rooms and showers were one person at a time in the 
rooms. I found out later on that there was no truth to the facility being investigated by the embassy rumor. 
However, our dream came true to some people. The facility and case reps had to inform all the parents that a 
massive riot had occurred and was the largest in six years. Around 40% of the parents pulled their kids out of 
TB and took them home. Of this 40% was the snitch who was supposed to get me the lock. It wasn’t his fault, 
but I delivered on my promise to get him home with the riot. The drop out had a bad effect on the number of 
people trying to enroll in TB. Parents didn’t want their kids going to a school where you got your jaw broken, 
kids rioted, and no one was safe. The result of this was a loss of money to the owner of TB. Strangely, the 
owner was a white man from Utah. He came every three months to check on the facility and decided now was 
a good time after the riot. He was mad as hatter when he saw his loss in profits. 

Dreaming: 

Things took a while to get back to normal. My ambitions to rise to the top of family were over. I could 
care less about controlling this family. The power that would come from being the top would be useless. I 
would only want it if I could use it to do what we already tried. In a way, I lost the desire to resist the program. 
I still wasn’t at a position to where I’d agree to try for level six, but I did make a positive goal. A level three 
student who finishes the second seminar in the series is eligible for a parent child seminar. Yep, your parents 
can come out to TB and do a seminar with you for two days. I did what I had to and gather enough points to 
reach level two. From there I completed the first and second seminar. I was close to the qualifications, but still 
700 points short of level three. My case rep came in one day for group and read off the people she was putting 
on the parent child seminar list next month. I was last on the list and almost didn’t catch my name. I asked her 
if she said my name and she confirmed it with a smile. 

My heart hurt with joy I couldn’t express. The thought of me seeing my mother after nearly two years 
of being locked up made me weak.  I wanted to drop to my knees and beg her to let me come home. I wanted 
to see her smile and give me a hug. I wanted her to see what a terrible place this was and take me away. I’d do 
anything to have her say “you’re coming with us”. Even my old step dad who I didn’t get along with at the time 
had me excited. I wanted so badly to leave here. I’d given the program an effort and gained points. I turned 
over a new leaf and went from riot commander to level two with some points. Plus, my birthday was in three 
weeks.  

 That whole month I drove myself crazy with anticipation. I was on my best behavior and gained 200 
more points by the time my name was called to line up for seminar role call. They made us all go into one 
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room and wait an hour. Ironically, this was the same room I was tortured in for information about the riot. 
Finally the time came when we were all lead to the door where our parents were waiting for us. I can still feel 
my heart race as I entered the room and saw my mother standing there next to the other parents with their 
eyes closed. Tears were streaming down her face as the seminar coordinator told them we were there. We 
took our place in front of our parents and the man told them to reach out and grab their child. My mama 
opened her eyes and pulled me close as she cried. I broke down and started crying as she held me. All the 
fighting and running over the last 21 months had made me weaker than I’ve ever been at that moment. I 
could feel my mama’s tears mix with mine and run down my face. I wanted that moment to last forever. I 
hadn’t felt a security that felt like home in almost two years. I had fought and struggled against something that 
would not bend or back down to me. An unstoppable force had met an unmovable object here in Jamaica. But 
none of that mattered for those few minutes that me and my mom were hugging. I couldn’t even bring myself 
to beg her to take me home I was so weak. Plus if she’d told me I couldn’t come it’d kill me. The day went on 
and the seminar guy got us into some exercises that would help us work out issues we had failed to get 
through at home. At lunch we got to visit with our parents and eat snacks we haven’t had since arrival. My 
mom and I both avoided talking about me coming home. Close to the end of the first day I realized we avoided 
it because she had made up her mind that I couldn’t come home before she got on the plane. I was just 
running from the answer I was already in denial of. The second day came and I knew it would have to come 
up. My heart broke when she told me I was staying here. She wanted me to get to level six before I could 
come home. I told her about the beatings, the pepper spray, the torture, and the living conditions. None of it 
made a difference to her. I told her how lonely I was, how many times I’ve cried by myself, how many times I 
wanted to die, and how I had changed. But change is optional and not permanent. The last hour we get to 
spend with our parents before they leave is the worst. I was angry inside. I was dying from heart ache. My 
heart and soul couldn’t understand how she could leave me here. She knew what this place was doing to me 
but was committed to something above my needs or her preferences. She had sent me here to complete the 
program and I had spent 21 months defying it with physical force. I had lost my mind more than once, been 
physically beaten and tortured by grown men, and I had tried to change. My efforts were met with an 
understanding but still firm resolution to not let me come home. I watched my mom and step dad leave me 
and knew that was the last time I’d see them till I got out of this hell hole. I was hurting all over and inside. The 
guards had grown to like me over the almost two years they’d got to know me. Jamaican’s are tuff, stubborn, 
and don’t take shit. I proved to be on a similar page as they were. They started to respect me as a person with 
spirit who could give respect back. The female guards took a liking to me too because of my ability to charm 
and approach them. Even the guards that didn’t like me gave me my space after my parents left. They could 
see I was at a real point of breakdown. Not like when I got mad and exploded on them, but a point of giving 
up. Not just throwing points away, but the defeat of the human spirit. When a man is taken so far from all he 
knows that all he has is failure and a self realization of that. The last 21 months I collected quite a reputation 
as a rebel and threat to their system. I had provoked riots, countless fights, been involved in drug deals with 
guards, and shown my ability to use my influence in a positive way. My life was a roller coaster ride of positive 
and negative moods. When I became overwhelmed I would launch an attack that landed me in the box and 
serve my time like it was nothing. TB’s most powerful instrument of terror was nothing to me. Since the riot 
the facilities number of students had never recovered. Most the families had collapsed and now only the west 
wing was open for housing. Part of loosing so many students meant loosing more staff. For some reason, most 
the staff let go were the scarier ones. My birthday was this month and I was looking at exactly one year before 
I would be released. This was a bad combination that made a terrible recipe.  
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 My heart was broken when my mama left me in Jamaica. I just wanted to go home and was so tired of 
all this. 21 months and I had all but forgotten what exactly I was fighting for. I hadn’t seen TV, heard music, 
felt warm water, talked to a girl my age, or even wiped my ass without some saying I could for nearly two 
years. Seeing my mama reminded me that there was life beyond these walls and how great it will be when I 
get it back. My birthday reminded me that time has its bounds and that through the fighting time had passed 
over me. Those hungry nights with bugs and intense heat had added up and were now only 365 in number. I 
was finally at the point where I could begin my countdown. I also remembered that it was a year ago I had 
tried to run and had been caught. I could feel inside me a change beginning to build up. What I wanted was 
that feeling that I was doing something about the way I lived. I wasn’t just sitting back getting stomped on by 
the circumstance. It was time to stir things up again. 

 It was once again October 15th, this time it was a Tuesday in the year 2006. Excellence family was on 
the soccer field just outside the walls of TB. Once in a while they took us outside the walls and let us play 
soccer with the guards watching us of course. I didn’t like it that much and was sitting in the shade watching. 
When we had come out to the field, there were some workers fixing one of the fences. They left for their 
lunch break when we came out and left their tools by that spot. I noticed one of those tools was a shovel. I 
considered the situation if I had that shovel as a weapon. I was interested in their response and decided to go 
with it.  

 I walked over and snatched up the shovel in my hands and started walking for the field exit which leads 
to the main road. The same road that I ran down a year ago. My warder screamed for me to return but was 
met with a middle finger. I kept walking down the road with the shovel on my shoulders waiting for them to 
try to approach. I turned around to see a van full of guards drive past me and cut me off with a mob of them 
behind me. Cut off, I stopped and took off my shirt ready to take a face or two off with this shovel. The shovel 
in my hand was surprisingly effective. A large circle was formed around me as I stared deep into the crowd 
daring someone to step up and get lifted.  My case rep came to the edge of the circle and looked at me with a 
big smile. “Adrian, you are so full of shit!” she said laughing. “You’re gonna have to hit me with that shovel.” If 
not for liability purposes, she would’ve walked right up to me and took the shovel from me. But she had to 
follow orders from her supervisor. Instead, they brought out the nurse that I and every other boy had a 
massive crush on. She was the sweetest and nicest thing in TB. She came and smiled at me asking why I was 
doing this. She offered to take a walk with me and talk to calm me down. I looked at her smiling and agreed. 
She came up next to me and I told her to get on the ground or I’d knock her head off her shoulders. She gave 
me the most astonished look and lost her cute expression. I grabbed her by the hair and told the crowd that if 
they didn’t get out the way I’d beat the nurse’s pretty face into play dough. They looked at me feeling stupid. 
Like, did we really just hand him a hostage? Yes they did. To be honest, I never would’ve hurt the nurse and 
my case rep was right. I was SO full of shit that if they would’ve tested me I would’ve let the nurse go. But one 
of those guards would catch one from me free of charge. Then stepped forth Mr. Richards, the only supervisor 
I liked. He spent like six hours talking to me up in the box one time. He had lived in Los Angeles for about five 
years before and liked how I got down. That was about as close to a friend I ever found in a guard. He broke 
through the crowd and came to me with a smile. “What you want Adrian? Why you do this mon’ what wrong 
wit you.” I made my list of demands: No trip to the box, no worksheets, and I wanted a phone call to my mom. 

 Mr. Richards stood for a moment thinking, then smiled and said yes. He assured me it was legit and I 
dropped the shovel. Two guards rushed me and I knew I had been tricked. The guards grabbed me hard and 
brought me crashing down face first into the dirt. I thought they were going to restrain me until Mr. Richards 
came yelling at them. He helped me up and dusted me off. He pointed at the guards warning them not to try 
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that again. Mr. Richards had a different agenda on his mind. The phone call with my mama was possibly the 
worst conversation I ever had with her. She was crying her heart out screaming at me for throwing all I had 
away. I cried too and cursed her for abandoning me in this rat hole. I could feel the pain in her voice and 
almost got a perverted joy in someone feeling my pain. I screamed and cried to her not to think I would ever 
back down. She stopped speaking and I listened to her cry for a few seconds before I slammed the phone 
down and hung up. Weak and vulnerable, I found my self on the receiving end of hearing the devil speak to 
me. Mr. Richards saw my condition and took advantage of me the same way I had done to many others in this 
program. After we spoke about our business he walked with me to the box and told them I was just taking a 
timeout. While up there, I thought of what Mr. Richards had told me. 

Hit man: 

 Mr. Richards was having a bit of a personal problem with a certain staff member here that he wanted 
resolved. It was some kind of issue that developed outside of work and had traveled here. The two had been 
separated into opposite shifts, but Richards wasn’t satisfied. Half a gram of coke and a gram of weed to knock 
out the guard he was having problems with was what he offered. I considered it for a few seconds and was 
down with it. I could trade a half gram of weed to Rob and Abner to ride with me on this. The problem was 
that assault on a guard came with heavy consequence and Richards wouldn’t be able to do shit to stop it. I was 
planning on getting all coked out and running up on him. When I got back to my family I got a hold of Rob and 
Abner. Rob was down but Abner wasn’t. Abner was almost level three and supposedly had an agreement with 
his mom that if he made it to level four he could go home. I can dig it though. If I had a deal like that I probably 
would’ve done that too. Another friend I had been hanging out with, Ricky Ricardo, was eager to get active 
with some kind of mischief. I made an offer of his cut and told him what we were doing. He and Rob wanted 
two lines of coke and said they’d do it. I thought of my mom and how stupid she was for leaving me here. I 
was snorting coke and attacking guards for drugs in a place that was supposed to be helping me.  

 We waited for our target Mr. Thomas to come on shift. When he arrived he had an aura about him that 
he knew what was happening. He smirked in the corner of the room and nearly snarled at me when I’d walk 
by. I had already worked out how I was planning to do this with Rob and Ricardo earlier that day. One mistake 
I hadn’t even considered was the snakes I kept in my own garden. Abner traded our friendship and everything 
we had built together in exchange for a promise to get level four if he snitched to Mr. Thomas. I can’t blame 
him though; TB was a cut throat, ruthless, scandalous ass place that was built on survival and desperation. Mr. 
Thomas was the warder of the Unity family and had told them what was going down and how to respond. I 
don’t think I’ve ever been more set up for failure in my life. The riot was one thing, but this was an all out fall 
to the bottom of the rocks designed for me. Sadly, Mr. Thomas had reported the situation to the shift 
supervisor and added that I was under Mr. Richards’ orders. Mr. Richards was already fired before I took that 
first step towards Mr. Thomas. I had a wooden grip in my hand that was intended to re-enforce my hits and 
keep my hand from being more damaged than I wanted it to. Mr. Thomas sat pretending to be more 
vulnerable than he was when he really sat on a throne of protection.  

 I was literally in motion to strike Mr. Thomas when I felt my shoulder suddenly thrown out of motion 
and was aware something was wrong. I caught my self against the wall and looked to see half a tooth brush 
sticking out of my shoulder. Blood was running down my arm and I felt fists slamming into my head. Mr. 
Thomas sat looking straight at me with a satisfied smirk. His job was to stop this fight, but he just smiled as I 
attempted to fight back. I swung with one hand used mainly to defend my self. My right arm was completely 
useless. Through the chaos I watched as Rob and Ricardo came to my side and beat my attacker to the floor. 
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Just as the student who stabbed me hit the tile, the entire unity family was on their feet rushing the three of 
us. My warder was running to break up the mini-riot but it was over for us. A storm of fists hailed down on all 
of us until we were down. Then the hail transferred to a hard rain of feet all over our bodies. Luckily, my body 
had been conditioned to intense beatings and endless workouts in the hot Jamaican sun and humidity. While 
on the ground, I felt a heavy force come down on my hand and went numb. It hurt, but didn’t feel that bad. It 
was the radio of Mr. Thomas that delivered that blow. That whole fiasco lasted way longer than it should have. 
After Rob and Ricardo had aided me I pulled out the sharpened toothbrush, but my arm was still numb and 
useless. Now the arm bled even more and began to sting. The unity family backed off and was physically 
untouched by the guards. They were put on lockdown for two days where they would play games and 
hangout. Me, Rob, and Ricardo were escorted to the box where we could count on an extended stay. I on the 
other hand, was injured and needed medical attention. The nurse’s station wasn’t going to cut it and the nurse 
was still a little sore about the whole hostage thing. My right shoulder was punctured and my right hand was 
broken. Really, just one finger was, but it still needed a cast. What that meant was that I was going to be 
loaded into the TB transport van and taken to the nearest city clinic. That little trip almost made it all worth it.  

 That was when I got to see Jamaica’s beauty for what it really was. Beyond my walls, was the most 
beautiful place I ever been. It also gave me some insight to the guards and let me know where they were 
coming from. The living conditions of Jamaica were terrible to say the least. Some houses were made of 
ruffled roofing. Many people walked barefoot and were clothed in rags. As we drove through the city I saw 
trucks filled with police that looked like our SWAT teams. A young boy was walking with his mother smoking a 
blunt and carrying a pistol. These were ghettos that not even our worst projects could compare. I suddenly got 
why the guards spited all of us. We were the symbol of everything they’d always wanted, would never have, 
and taken advantage of. I felt suddenly ashamed of how I could look these guards in the eyes and think they 
were in the wrong. The job of watching us was something they valued because it brought food to their plates 
for their family. Everyday they came to watch a facility full of rich spoiled Americans who had taken advantage 
of everything they had at home and would return to it all. Sure at first they would appreciate some things, but 
eventually they would forget and get comfortable. But the guards would still have to wake up everyday and 
struggle to hold their own. I see it this way now and did then for a brief moment. But I can still remember how 
I turned their troubles into fuel for my own hate. I would later take what I had seen and throw it back into the 
faces of the guards. I would taunt them and point out the cold reality that I was “better” than them and would 
always be “better” than them. I would point out that while it sucked for now being at TB, one day I would go 
home to America and they would stay here in filth. It was messed up, but I was young and the things they did 
to us make me cautious even today to say they didn’t deserve it.  But for now I focused on getting stitched up 
and putting a cast on. 

 When I stepped out of the van I was still in cuffs and shackles. Given my running history it was out of 
the question to release me from my chains. As I walked up the stairs to the clinic, I heard someone shout my 
name. This was very strange to me because who could know me in Jamaica. I turned around to see Mr. 
Richards in his car waving at me with a big cloud of smoke coming out of his window. My arm was bleeding 
and he could see I was headed for the hospital. I broke free from the guards and ran for Mr. Richards’ car and 
jumped in the back. The guards couldn’t get to me in time and the door closed as the tires peeled out. We 
drove off and I smoked the blunt giving the middle finger to the guards as they stared in shock. Yeah Right! I 
dreamed about it for a second then shouted to him that I had been set up. He nodded his head and waved 
again before driving off. If you only knew how bad I wanted to run off and make the coldest get away you ever 
heard of. Reality broke back in and I was in the waiting room waiting to be examined. A few hours later I was 
all stitched up and in my cast being loaded back into the van. The cuffs wouldn’t fit around my cast but I was 
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still shackled tight. When we returned I was sent to the box and forced to lay with my comrades’ for the next 
two weeks. The craziest thing about TB is that no matter what kind of crazy shit you do, you’re not going 
anywhere special so you go right back to your family. That is unless you get kicked out of your family, which is 
exactly what just happened to me. A week into my stay in the box, my case rep came up to tell me that I was 
being transferred to the Triumph family for the safety of students in Unity and Excellence. I looked at Rob who 
seemed crushed at the news. That was my best fiend and I hated the idea of being tossed into a new family 
after all I had been through with Excellence. But this was my pattern I had created and learned to depend on. 
The only stable substance I had to count on was my ability to make things go from bad to worse. It was a 
guarantee and I had become quite professional at destroying what was good in my life.  

Triumph: 

 The Triumph family was better than I thought it would be. I anticipated having to challenge the pre-
established alpha males and prove myself. Turns out, my reputation around the facility had been soaked into 
the very walls and floors of TB and registered in the minds of all the students. That feeling of power and being 
known and feared was one that I was becoming addicted to. I didn’t have much I could call my own, but as 
long as I was going to be at TB I might as well be in a position of power and claim my reputation. Things went 
fairly smooth in the Triumph family. I made some friends and got familiar with their schedule. A few weeks 
into my transfer I found out the Abner’s mom had shown up at TB and taken him home. It was a dream we all 
hoped for. A few weeks later the same happened to Rob. I remember that day because it hurt. Going through 
these struggles with people and sharing the pain made a connection that was unique. Who else could I say 
that I fought side by side with and battled through the same defeats with? Some of those people were like 
brothers to me, and when they left, it was like they died. I would never see or speak to them again, what’s the 
difference between that and dead? The same limitations applied. I was even happy for Abner. Despite his 
betrayal, I admired his foul play to success. It was something I would’ve pulled if given the opportunity. 

 The next few months passed pretty uneventfully. I was on countdown to when I could go home, and 
had finally worked my way down to the last three months. The months before then were filled with dreams of 
me going home and waking up to the usual routine. I was in denial about going home. People expected some 
grand finale like a fireworks show. I had spent the entire time at war; why not let them have it and show them 
what they got for 33 months of torture. The opposite is what actually occurred. I was in denial about being 
able to leave, but part of me knew it had to be true. I was really closing in on my time. That’s when it all came 
to an extremely slow nearly stop. Days seemed to be extra long, and a week felt like a month. It’s around this 
time that I started to evaluate my time spent. I was nearly the oldest student left in TB with only a few people 
who had been there longer than me. The truth was that I was tired. I didn’t want to fight anymore, I didn’t 
want to prove a point, and I had realized that when I left, it was all for nothing. There wouldn’t be a statue in 
my memory or a book about my adventures. My stories would be passed down for a little while until my name 
was forgotten, the stories exaggerated and unbelievable, and eventually a new revolutionary would rise. I just 
wanted to get through these last few months or weeks and be done with it all. Everything was going cool till 
we found out something that threatened more than points, levels, and program. A storm was approaching us, 
and not just any storm, a hurricane. 

 

 

Hurricane Dean: 
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 Hurricane Dean was originally not expected to hit Jamaica in August of 2007. The Caribbean was on 
high alert but Jamaica was supposed to be clear of danger. Around five o’ clock at night, hurricane Dean took a 
sharp turn and completely changed direction headed straight for us. And when I say straight for us, I mean 
straight for TB. Tranquility Bay was on the beach located on the south western section of the island. Jamaica’s 
emergency response requires the island to shut down all the electricity and water to the island. Why? I can’t 
give you an answer that makes sense to me to this day. All I know is that around seven o’ clock our guards and 
supervisors began rounding all of us together at the class rooms. Our warders informed us that hurricane 
Dean would be over us in less than an hour and we didn’t have time to evacuate. We would be re-located to 
the female’s side which was farthest away form the actual beach. Not by much, but at least the ocean 
wouldn’t be tearing through our windows. Or so we thought. All the females were in the room next to us and 
every single male was loaded into the adjacent room. The room was long, dark, and empty. A bathroom was at 
the end of the room where there was no door left hanging. After being herded in like sheep we were locked 
inside and left alone. The guards took off to their own side and locked themselves safely away. For many of us, 
this was the first time we had been left alone unguarded in a few years. 

 We weren’t sure what to expect because none of us had ever been in a real hurricane before. Two big 
bared windows were by the front end of the room that viewed the facility and part of the ocean. It was dark, 
but we could still see the hard rain in the lights on the guard towers. Of course every one wanted to see what 
was going on, so pushing and shoving erupted around the window space. I walked up towards the windows 
and people pushed and shoved to get out of my way. No one even thought to challenge me for my front row 
spot. Not even half an hour had passed and I was surrounded by two storms. One was seriously intense rain 
that was accompanied by wind, and the other was a room full of idiots who were freaking out behind me. 
Fights were breaking out amongst the various families for various reasons. The body heat bouncing off and 
around the room was growing thicker by the second. The tropical humidity before a storm was even more 
intense and was seeping into the room. It was so hot that sweat literally began to drip off the sides of my face. 
All the rain and wind before was just the intro to the storm getting close. 

 Very suddenly the storm kicked up and we could now tell beyond a shadow of a doubt that the storm 
was on us. The window shutters in the bathroom began slamming against each other as rain came sweeping in 
from outside. The rain slammed against the windows and we could no longer see the beach or the walls to the 
male side of TB. I watched as a palm tree in front of our cage was brought down to the ground and lost in a 
mist of rain. Now the storm was slamming at our door and windows. It struck so quick I even had to jump back 
from being startled. The cold wind came rushing in from the bathroom and sent chills down my spine. The 
intense heat was relieved and I now felt cold from the air on my wet with sweat body. That’s when I first 
started to feel a little scared. We had been told that the hurricanes in the Caribbean were no joke and that we 
could very well die here. It was a category 5 hurricane which meant it was the most powerful possible on the 
scale. A drop of water splashed on the top of my head. I looked up and saw the roof was covered with water 
and dripping down on us. The roof was leaking!  

It kept coming down on us and I fought to keep myself together. Then I felt the building move. Yes, the 
building was moving. Water had soaked into every part of the structure and the wind was now attacking our 
building with every bit of force it had. We hadn’t even reached the eye of the storm yet. When we reached the 
eye, it would calm down for a moment then pick back up for the other half of the storm. The building 
continued to sway and I’ll never forget the sound of the wind. It sounded like a thousand angry souls moaning 
outside our building. A lot of the younger kids were scared and sat on the floor crying or hiding from the 
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storm. Thunder crackled and we all just swayed dripping with rain water waiting to die. That’s when I 
remembered Austin from the Unity family. Mr. Crest ultra bright toothbrush guy.  

I walked around the room and found him sitting on the floor with his head down. I looked at him and 
felt my fists ball up. My anger started to swell and he must have felt me looking at him. He lifted his head and 
looked right at me. I wanted to jump on him and beat his face into the tile. No one would say anything, no one 
would know, this was my chance. I looked at him and read the fear in his face. The exhaustion was one that I 
was all too familiar with. He was scared and tired of living like this. His spirit and soul were on the ropes 
dangling by threads. I saw this and felt sad for him. I felt his pain and shared his emotions. It was the first time 
I took the time to step out of my selfish eyes and see what was happening to all of us. To realize that I wasn’t 
the only person who had lost my family and everything I had known. I wasn’t the only one who suffered in this 
place, and my time was soon up. Most of these kids had barely begun to put a dent in their time and hadn’t 
even started to feel the weight that time and misery carry. I released my fists and turned away to go back to 
the window.  

The storm raged on and finally came to an end. The building hadn’t collapsed and we were all safe. Our 
luck didn’t run the same for the guards. One of the female staff was standing by the window when a piece of 
debris hit the window sending glass into her stomach. She couldn’t leave the facility because of the storm and 
bled to death in the night. Her death struck panic into the students and guards. The females were crying and 
couldn’t be calmed. The guards were distraught and the fallen woman’s husband was among them. He shot 
himself a week later after she died. The facility was a wreck. Food was brought up to us every day and we 
weren’t allowed to leave because of the damage. The walls had collapsed in more than four places and our 
cells were flooded. The class room windows were all shattered and every page from every book was floating in 
the rooms. All the homework was soaked, all the electronics were shot, and that included our pictures of 
family. TB was in ruins and we were forced to live on lock down for the next week following.  

 Hurricane Dean hit us in August of 2007. My release date was targeted for October 2007. To pass the 
time I created a game that was a source of entertainment that helped with the count down. The Notorious 
Wet Back was what it was called. It wasn’t racist and instead had a double meaning. The material our uniforms 
were made up of a light wind breaker type that when wet turned dark brown until it dried. Every day in the 
class room there was a huge line to go to the bathroom. The bathroom was a temple of masturbation where 
90% of the students handled their business. I had just finished pleasuring myself when an idea hit me. I wiped 
my seamen on the back of the toilet seat. What I hoped was that the next person to sit on this toilet would 
easily let their back touch the top of the seat and have my sperm smeared onto their back. I found it very 
funny and entertaining and made it part of my daily routine. People who came out were laughed at by the 
whole class for getting creamed on their back, and thus began the legend of the notorious wet back or the 
strike of the sperm back whale. What I caused was a reaction of people leaving their DNA on the seats where 
you sit, on the lids, the toilet flusher (that actually got me a few times), and peeing on the floor. The last prank 
I mentioned was especially devastating to those who pulled their pants down and found them soaked with 
somebody’s urine when they finished. Good times…  

Happiness Makes Me Cry: 

 I laid in my bed on the edge of sleep. I never thought this time would come when I was looking at the 
last few days until I would return home. My heart and soul burned and ached for this day for so long. I knew 
my days were limited, but on the outside I forced denial to keep myself from going crazy. I hugged my pillow 
and closed my eyes. 
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 I awoke suddenly to feeling fingers tapping on my back. I looked over my shoulder to see a guard 
holding a finger over his lips telling me to remain quiet. My heart immediately began to race. I was instantly 
awake and alert to the fact that my moment had finally come and I was going home. This had to be a dream so 
I rolled back over and closed my eyes. He tapped my shoulder again and I knew it was real. I rolled off my bed 
and screamed a cheer so loud that I woke the entire top tiers. The guards just looked at me with a 
disappointed but expected look. Like they knew I would do that, but they were hoping I wouldn’t. I was 
jumping and laughing and so full of energy. I was acting like a mad man yelling and shouting with insane 
laughter. The guards were putting my sheets and any evidence of my existence into a basket. They normally 
were pretty sneaky, but no chance with me. People were shaking my hand, giving me hugs, and wishing me all 
the luck in the world. That’s when I suddenly felt sorry for all of them. I looked at all of them lying in their beds 
in this miserable place. I felt so sorry for them. That moment quickly passed and I was down stairs at the 
shower area. It was like four in the morning and freezing outside. Didn’t even bother me. I was standing in 
cold water in the dark feeling freezing cold water and coastal breezes with the biggest smile in the world. I 
dried off and jumped out the shower naked laughing because it didn’t matter. I could do the most outrageous 
shit right here and now and no one on this piece of shit island would ever see me again.  

I put on my clothes and walked to the front office area where I first arrived 28 months earlier. I walked 
into the room where my intake was done and signed my release form that officially dismissed me from 
tranquility bay and made me free. A box was opened and I was handed my basketball shorts, converse all 
stars, and wife beater that I arrived in. I was given a box full of my Jamaica stuff and was escorted to the 
transport van. Inside the van, I waited for the guards to get in and take me to the airport. While inside, I 
looked at my box and my old clothes and thought of where I had come from, where I was leaving, and where I 
was going. The driver door opened and my transports were starting the car. We pulled out and the infamous 
metal gates opened for me for the last time. We pulled through the gates and headed off down the lonely dirt 
road in the dark. I looked back at tranquility bay through the back window and watched as the gates closed.  

Streaks of light were breaking through the darkness in the sky. The tops of the mountains were 
beginning to get their hint of deep blue against a dark purple star filled horizon. As I watched tranquility bay 
grow farther and farther away from me, I began to cry. My chest felt heavy and my throat felt choked. My 
mind couldn’t focus on anything but that this was real and it was really over. I cried hard for all I had brought 
on myself. Part of me felt sorrow for leaving, mixed with fear of where I was going. I cried for about ten 
minuets and ended it with laughter. Yep, I cried myself into laughter. You know the kind of crying that feels so 
good that you finally arrive at happiness and feel the tears stop coming. The drive would take three hours and 
would be one filled with questions by the guards about my future. They told me it’s ok to cry once in a while. 
That when a man has been through something or lost something so dear to him, he will cry for what he has 
lost or experienced. And remembering what he cried for will separate the bad from what he can see his way 
through and make himself stronger. They actually didn’t say that, I did. It came to me while writing this but I 
wanted to give them some credit.  

I watched as the sun rose and gave life to this beautiful place. It was like my eyes had been blinded or 
tainted with a hate and anger that prevented me from seeing the value of what I saw everyday. I watched 
nearly 1000 sunrises and sunsets in the most beautiful place on earth. A place where the richest people in 
America would spend their money to vacation at for a few days. Where many people planned or imagined 
vacations or visits they would never take in real life. I looked at all the beauty of this place with hate and 
disgust. I used the potential for peace as a source of violence. And here I was arriving at the Jamaican airport 
being walked to the security checkpoint. I passed through and the last tranquility bay guards I would ever see 
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turned their backs on me to return to their facility of physical, mental, and emotional torture. I turned my 
backs on them and walked towards my gate feeling broke down.  

I felt like I had just run a marathon and was out of breath, words, energy, and ambition. I couldn’t 
believe I was here and was on my way home. Too many times I had dreamed this whole scenario up and woke 
up in the real world. Now that it was here I was completely lost. I guess that’s what happens to most people 
when they reach their goal. They sink into confusion and loose sight. I flew to Miami air port and switched to a 
plane headed for O Hare (Chicago) air port. From there I boarded a plane to SeaTac international airport. That 
same emotion that hit me in the van in Jamaica struck me hard again as my plane touched down on the 
SeaTac airport runway. It was dark and I was crying as we landed. I exited the plane and came down to collect 
my baggage. There I saw my mama looking around for me. When our eyes met I was close enough to run to 
her and give her a big hug. I was desperate to be home, but our relationship was far from mended. Inside I still 
held on to so many monsters that tore me up inside. They all blamed my mother, and so I blamed my mother. 
But for now, I was still basking in my return home and soaking in every second of it.  

I rode home with my mama to her new beautiful big home on the eastside. We had to stop and pull 
over so I could throw up. Three years of walking and life so slow made me sensitive to cars and planes. I puked 
a few times on the plane and twice in the car ride home. When we pulled into the garage, the door opened 
and my little brother and sister poked their heads in with shocked expressions on their faces. I froze and 
couldn’t move as I looked at them. They smiled and ran over to me giving me huge hugs. I held them and was 
back in tears. Seeing them again was like tearing open a wound that had just healed over. Over my time of 
being locked up I had buried everything and everyone I knew. They had lost contact with me for so long that I 
had assumed they were dead and given up hope I would ever see them again. It was better than grieving 
everyday that I couldn’t see them. But now I held them and felt my heart tear back open and sting.  

Welcome to the Real World: 

 That’s a quote from the matrix which is where I felt like I was coming from. The day after I returned 
home I was out of my mom’s house and back in the streets. I had a little bit of birthday money which was 
spent on clothes for surviving Seattle’s climate. I was pre-warned that if I didn’t graduate from TB at level six 
as expected, I would not be welcome home. I had proved I was stubborn enough to wait out three years in 
lock down and was now home. My mother, just as stubborn, was not about to be outdone. I moved in with my 
cousin Monte who was a pretty bad alcoholic.  But what Indian doesn’t have problems with drinking. He got 
me a job working as a security officer in Seattle’s downtown metro tunnel. Between work and hanging out 
with my cousin, I went to work on finding my old friends.  

I had friends in Renton, Seattle, Tacoma, all scattered in random places. A point I didn’t mention in the 
beginning of my story but is a key factor to how my story started is that I am, have been for nearly ten years 
now, and always will be a Rollin Sixties Neighborhood Crip. This is important because the company you keep 
often leads to the conditions you live. I found a lot of old friends and was soon wrapped up again in full swing 
with gang activity. Very much like how my switch to Triumph family was followed with my reputation, 
supported by proof of activity, my return to my gang was hailed with recognition for the time I served. None 
of the company I kept had came close to serving what I had served altogether, much less what I finished off 
consecutively. My rank with my peers had been raised very significantly. I was proud of my self for this and 
desired to keep extending this reputation. I was institutionalized to the max. I had no clue how to live a life 
normally and productively. My teenage life wasn’t spent learning to drive, chasing girls, hanging out or seeing 
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the way the world worked. I spent mine seeing through the lies and traps that were set around me daily. The 
tools attained from tranquility bay are priceless to me and proved very useful in the life I now found myself in.  

 In Jamaica I saw kids come through those gates trying to be somebody, claiming to be something, and 
trying to convince the people around them and themselves that it was true. Majority of them were not what 
they envisioned and watched with embarrassment as it fell apart in front of them. Ways of pulling down the 
curtain or lifting the skirt were mainly to let the other talk. Remembering so called events and stories, calling 
them on points that don’t add up, sharp questions that only the truth can respond to on the spot, and body 
language. The mouth is the most misleading feature of the human body. I’ve seen big guys that talked a lot 
and were put down pretty easily. Little guys that kept quiet and unleashed an ass beating that I’ll never forget 
watching. But body language is something I can read and learned to master in a place where deception is king. 
The eyes, the hands, finger movements, eyebrows, and even the pupils can tell what’s really behind the 
words. I had also mastered the questions that’ll lead a liar into a quick trap. My cunning had increased to a 
level I was unaware of until put into practice in the real world. But my dependence on recognition and control 
over my peers was a part of me I didn’t fully understand or acknowledge. I could read a lie and see a trap from 
anyone around me except myself. And the traps I set for myself were the ones that did the most damage. I 
managed to get myself fired from my job around the very end/beginning of 2007-2008.  

I was involved in the sales and distribution of crack cocaine. The setting of my job placed me in the 
downtown area where many addicts struggled to get their fix. My position of “authority” and trust presented 
me with the opportunity to remove drug dealers from the area. Partially for my own protection and for 
sharing the wealth with my affiliation, I brought in my people with me to areas I had removed drug dealers 
and we supplied the needs of addicts. This was very lucrative and successful until greed struck and I bit the 
hand that fed me. The operation of crack in my area put me as “the man” in these locations. I wasn’t like a 
drug lord or anything, but I made the crack heads feel safe, chased away the competition, and had a direct line 
of communication with police through my radio. I was aware of their locations by ease dropping alone. Then I 
decided one day that we could milk these clucks by selling them fake rock and taking their money just like 
that. We did that and I had to deal with the consequences. Crack heads approached me the next day and were 
very hostile about being sold fake product. I got in a fight with one on camera and was asked about the event. 
I lied to my supervisor who saw the video and was promptly fired. The same behavior patterns that got me to 
Jamaica were being repeated here in the real world. I was setting myself up and walking blindly into situations 
I couldn’t control. The behavior repeated it self in many forms.  

 I’ve always been a very creative person and very mischievous. Some would say a young criminal 
mastermind in progress. I was supposed to turn my uniforms back in before I could get my last paycheck from 
my work. Instead, I used my three sets of uniforms to dress up as security guards with my friends and rob 
houses. We drove around neighborhoods pretending to be neighborhood watch knocking on doors to spot out 
potentials. We found one that didn’t have security signs and was pretty big. We each picked up a big ass rock 
and brought the sliding glass door showering down as we ran in like a SWAT team. This house was so big and 
nice and didn’t have a damn thing in it. Barely any furniture and absolutely no valuables. We ran out and 
drove off with me having a beer, my friends with a Snapple and monster energy drink. That was a very 
unsuccessful home entry and I felt stupid. We all did. We refused to settle with that and found another house.  

Around back we found a nice sized window that lead to the basement. We smashed it out and sent our 
skinniest friend through to let us in. A few seconds after he entered, the back door opened and we were in. 
I’m some what ashamed to say that we were truly cut throat and ruthless. Had the same happened to me, I’d 
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probably over dose on anger, my heart explode, and die. We dumped jewelry boxes into our bags, flipped 
mattresses, emptied out drawers, and cleared them out almost completely. We got laptops, game consoles, 
digital cameras, and anything else that’d get a dollar including clothes that we liked. They had a nice ass flat 
screen plasma TV with a pretty expensive set of surround sound speakers we couldn’t fit. We got home, laid 
out our loot and then got back in the car to go get the TV and speakers. Greazzy! We actually drove back to 
the same exact house we just robbed, for the TV and speakers. That’s a big no-no in the home invasion 
guidelines, but we didn’t care. We were back in the house and trying to load the TV in the car when we heard 
somebody say, “Do you want me to call the cops?” We all froze and stopped to see the house we were 
robbing neighbor standing in the yard holding a piece of paper with our license plates written down. No one 
said shit and so it was up to me. The only thing I could think to say was that we were repo men. We sure as 
hell weren’t neighborhood watch robbing this house right now. She started to dial the phone in her hand and 
we dropped the TV. That nice ass TV went crack as it hit the concrete and shattered glass as it fell on its face. 
We were in the car and out of that neighborhood so quick. I don’t know what ever happened to that report or 
the follow up, but it wasn’t my car so I didn’t care.  

Oceanside California: 

 I lived in Washington for a grand total of 5 months after being released from Jamaica. I wasn’t very 
happy with my life and didn’t appreciate the winter at all. I didn’t see much of my mom or my family. I was 
spending my time involved in things that weren’t productive at all. I tried to get my GED once but fell out 
because I needed to get money. That’s when I decided I wanted to leave Washington and asked my dad if I 
could come to live with him. He said yes and next thing I knew I was on a grey hound on my way to Oceanside 
California. Before I begin about my adventures in Oceanside, I got to speak on how much I hate the 
greyhound. I hate the greyhound with a passion beyond that of anything except Jamaica. From Seattle 
Washington to San Diego  was the worst bus ride I ever took and I’ve made it a good six times there and back.   

 

On the way down, the bus was completely packed with people and I had just so happened to land a 
seat next to a very large black woman and her baby. So not only am I squeezed into my seat near the back, but 
it’s hot, I’m near the bathroom, and the baby is having a fit. The mom is on her unlimited plan bitching out her 
baby daddy for hours, hanging up, and then calling all her girlfriends repeating the entire conversation. I’m 
learning all about her personal life including her relationship, STD’s, and drug problems. When I finally do fall 
some what asleep, I wake up to her baby smudging cheeto prints into my white tee with his little hands. No 
apology to me, the mother just smacks her babies’ hand and yells at him causing the baby to scream cry. I hate 
the damn greyhound. 

Oceanside was everything I had ever wanted. It was the north county of San Diego and was where I 
was born. San Diego was where my whole family was from and where my native roots came from. I also 
longed for the time to improve my relationship with my dad. He is a great dad and had a lot of insight and 
wisdom to offer me in the realm of suffering. He met me at the grey hound station and we walked to his 
home. My dad was never any where close to a rich or middle class man. He was poor, always been poor, and 
our entire family had always been poor. He lived in the Mexican ghettos referred to by them as the barrios. He 
was right next to Oceanside high school in a one bedroom apartment with his ex-girlfriend. I immediately 
found that my style was very different from Southern California. I was from Cali, but somehow had forgotten 
the style that I had previously owned. I was wearing designer jeans, Jordan’s, fresh jewelry, and designer tee 
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shirts. Here, Dickies, Chuck Taylors, and plain tee’s were what to wear. I looked like an outsider. A clearly 
defined outsider that drew a lot of attention to himself.  

 It took me a little while to get use to the city. I was from Cali, but not Oceanside. I walked around with 
my dad and spent a lot of time talking to him and getting to know him more. He was so funny and made me 
laugh so much. He was also very smart and had a very logical approach to life that wasn’t obvious, but very 
affective. We spent the days hanging out and going to the beach. The beach was maybe fifteen minuets away 
from my dad’s apartment. I never got to be a skilled surfer or anything, but I fell in love with jumping into the 
ocean on hot days and swimming for hours. Having my dad around was the best time in my life. For the first 
time since before I was locked up I felt happy. Not happy with the moment, but with the days before, the 
current, and the days to come. Oceanside was a place where I found a sense of peace that had been foreign to 
me for so long. I had beautiful weather, lazy days, and was surrounded by the people I loved most and loved 
me back. A few weeks after arriving, I got a job at a grocery store and was having money coming in. I’d go to 
work, come home and my dad and I would smoke some bud while we watched TV. Things were going great for 
me; I even had a really good friend that lived right up the street named Tyrus. He was from Detroit and was 
out here on probation. He was also a crack dealer that was an honestly good guy.  

 That might sound like a contradiction to say that the crack dealer was a good guy, but he was. Tyrus 
wasn’t a ruthless drug dealer who sold to kids and shot people. He was simply a person who had limitations on 
his job opportunities, connections to a big audience that needed a supply for their disease, and an ability to 
supply that demand. He never intended to hook me into his operation, if anything he worked to keep me out. 
I’d ask for some work*(drugs to sell) to help me get something and he’d ask me what I wanted. Whatever it 
was, he’d get it for me without giving me drugs to sell. I spent my time with him making music, playing GTA 
San Andreas on PS2, and drinking and smoking. Yes, we did cook crack and sell it, but we had a moral code to 
which we stuck. Part of being allowed to sell his product required that I had a job. Tyrus wouldn’t let me sell 
drugs unless I had a job. When I quit my job at the grocery store, he got me a job where his girl worked. Well, 
she got me the job, but only because me and Tyrus were such good friends. Selling drugs was my hustle, not 
my job. He told me something that changed my way of looking at and dealing with the streets. “The streets is 
like a woman. You treat her with respect and don’t do her wrong, she’ll take care of you. You do her right, and 
she’ll let you take from her a little bit at a time. And as you take from her, you’ll see how important it is to give 
back. But when you start taking from her full time and don’t show back the love, she’ll turn on you. She can 
make you feel like the man and guard you, or bring your downfall to your door.” 

 Tyrus took care of his people and showed them love. We’ve been in the middle of a drug deal and he’d 
put it on hold while we walked with the crack head to get him some food. If Tyrus saw his customers hadn’t 
eaten, he’d feed them. If they hadn’t slept, he’d throw in a sleeping pill and tell them to get some rest. They 
wanted a cigarette, he throw them his last one if he had to. He understood how to make these people like 
him, trust him, and not want him to leave. I saw the power of his foundation and admired his plan to get out 
of the ghetto. With his name so widely known, why not drop a CD and have these streets showing the love by 
bumping his music. Enough people jump on it and he can start a fad that is himself. People think when they 
here about stories of the ghetto that these people can just walk up and leave. If it’s so bad why not just leave. 
You can’t just leave heading no where unless you want to trade one ghetto for another where you’re unknown 
and unloved. These fake wannabe thugs and suckers sit in their homes listening to music fantasizing about 
what they think is the ghetto.  Or they use their parent’s money to buy weed and hang out with black kids 
they think are their friends, but really use them for drugs. So they dress the part and change the way they talk 
while they continue to get used by the people around them. It makes me sick and I refuse to associate myself 
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with people who will allow themselves to be walked on. It also personally offends me to see these posers in 
real life acting like they made the sacrifices I’ve made and been where I’ve been. They’ve never lived with the 
choices I’ve had to make on a daily basis, and then think they can buy their way into a lifestyle that I’ve fought 
to be recognized in with some green grass? FUCK NO. I pull their card quick and expose the sheep dressed as 
wolves. Tyrus held the same principal and recognized that surrounding your self with these people was the 
same as building a house of cards. The protection wasn’t real and would be your down fall. But sometimes no 
matter how much the streets love you and no matter how well you play the game, you have to loose. And 
checkmate was the next move for me and Tyrus. 

 It was June and the summer of 2008. I was at Tyrus’ house smoking and drinking when a friend 
stopped by to get a sack. He was a little time dealer and just wanted to re-up his supply. Tyrus sold him his 
drugs and came in a little disturbed. He was cursing and seemed scarred about what he’d seen. He started 
bagging up all his drugs and told me to hide his gun. In his closet behind the shelf was a hollow light switch 
where I stashed the handgun. As I finished stashing the gun I heard the front door get blasted open. The 
unmistakable sound of wood splitting and the door slamming against the wall. I heard police shouting and 
turned to see a detective pointing a pistol on me and ordering me on the ground. I didn’t even have time 
enough to feel scared. It was happening all way to fast that I was in shock of what happened. I was cuffed and 
brought into the living room to be taken away and saw Tyrus’ girl on the floor crying in handcuffs, and police 
carrying her four year old son out of the apartment. I was taken down stairs and loaded into a car that took 
me downtown to city hall. My heart was racing and I couldn’t get over that I was going back to jail not even 
nine months after being released from Jamaica. I was taken down town and brought into the interrogation 
room with Tyrus and the guy who bought the sack right before police showed up. The guy was trying to talk to 
Tyrus and explain his innocence. But Tyrus just glared at him. It took me a little longer than Tyrus to figure out 
that the guy was higher than a satellite. It was here I realized that in the drug game there are factors you can 
always account for but never know when to expect. Tomas had started off selling and got hooked on his own 
supply. When threatened with jail, he made a deal with cops to hand over Tyrus. Tyrus knew it and there was 
nothing he could do. His girlfriend April had lost her kid for the next few months, and I was let go that night. 
Tyrus told them I was just a friend who happened to be over when they showed up and was just hanging out. 
They let me go and I ran over to Tyrus’ house. His sliding glass door was left open and I climbed up onto his 
porch. I went inside and dug out the gun and his stash of drugs and money. I sold off the last of his crack, 
tossed his gun in the ocean, and took the rest of his money to put on his books a month later. That’s on my 
word. I didn’t steal a single dollar from him and put it all on his account in jail. I followed up on his court dates 
and visits all the way up to his sentencing. Then I watched the judge give him nine years for his second drug 
offense and take him away. It was a heavy reminder of what the gravity of my actions could cost me. Three 
times what I did in Jamaica would be his sentence in prison. With good behavior he’d do 4 years. That was still 
a long time to sit behind bars. Everything started to go downhill from there. Without my mentor to push me 
and guide me on staying focused, I started to slip. 

Indian Land: 

 I was now living in my friend’s baby’s mama garage. I had hooked it up by putting some carpet down 
and getting some furniture. In Oceanside you could find furniture all day up and down the streets. At least 
75% of it wasn’t in bad shape. That when an idea hit me. I was only paying sixty dollars a week to stay in the 
garage and was paid every Friday. I wanted some extra money and put together a little scheme.  
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 Me and my homeboy were smoking a blunt on my couch when I thought of it. All the furniture around 
town could be picked up for free by us with his truck, cleaned for free by us, and then sold for all profit by us. 
We didn’t even finish the blunt. We were cruising around in his truck smoking and searching for furniture. We 
must have made five trips that day back and forth filled with couches, chairs, tables and desks. We scrubbed 
down the couches, sanded the furniture and actually fixed them up to a decent condition. Our next step was 
to drive them out to the San Diego University campus dorms and get rid of them. We sold out our first load 
within ten minutes. Those college kids had money and needed everything we had. We pulled around $900 
that day and split it. Not bad for our first day of hustling.  

 Unfortunately that night we went to the bar and got super wasted. We were loaded and walking home 
when we got pulled over and arrested for public intoxication. I feel that was bullshit because we were walking 
home from a bar, and were responsible enough to not drive. But anyways, we got out the next day and I 
returned home to my garage opened and raided. All my money gone and I’m 100% positive it was my friend’s 
baby’s mama. And I wasn’t at work from being in jail that day, so she went down and asked for my job. 
Because she use to work there and my boss was a little fed up with me, she got my job. So she kicked me out 
and I was on my ass again. 

My dad figured it was time for me to get my head back on straight. I had lost my job by getting super 
drunk and getting arrested, and lost my “home”. My dad mentioned to me that I was developing a pretty 
advanced drinking problem. I was drunk nearly everyday, and was broke still getting drunk. So he figured I 
needed a little isolation, and that meant sending me to the reservation.  

 I am a Diegueno Indian of the Mesa Grande Reservation. My people are from southern California, and 
Oceanside to be specific. When the Spanish came from Mexico, they enslaved my people and moved us out 
into the crappy lands that we call home today. My grandma lives out in a house on a hill with my Uncle Rising 
Son (Sony) and Uncle Grey Eagle (Gisy/Gismo). Gisy is about 6’1 and 300 lbs. Sony is about 5’10 and 210 lbs. 
Gisy is the youngest of my Grandma Rea ann’s kids, and the do good nice guy Indian. But make him mad and 
he’ll get super angry super quick. He likes to make jokes and poke fun but don’t like it back. And if I try to get a 
joke on him he pulls that respect your elder’s card. Sony is my crazy wild card uncle that can’t be trusted. He’s 
the type of person that has always been a screw up and always will be. He knows that it’s Indian way to not 
abandon your family or ever turn your back on them. So Sony is taken in by all of our family and cared for 
because “he can’t do it himself.” He’s also the most sever alcoholic I ever seen. He wakes up every morning at 
five o’ clock and throws up blood. My dad knows this and I think wanted me to see what my drinking could 
lead to. It almost would’ve worked except that around five-fifteen every morning my uncle Sony came kicking 
my door open throwing cold beers at me yelling, “C’mon, come get fucked up with your Uncle!” It didn’t 
matter how tired I was, he controlled the beer and the weed. “If you don’t get up now you can’t have any beer 
or weed later on guy! C’mon, get up! Whoooo!” 

 Yes, everyday I was getting drunk with my uncle, but I did have breaks. Every month for maybe a week, 
Sony would disappear into town and leave me a few beers and some weed. My grandma watched her shows 
and movies all day. I had a few chores of feeding the dogs and cleaning up, but it was ok. I smoked and drank 
and played video games all day, but there was a down side. It was so freakin boring! I was going crazy out 
there with nothing to do. Ever since Jamaica I’ve been a feign for action and adrenalin. But after I broke free of 
the craving for action I began to settle in and accept the peace around me. I started to feel the connection 
between me and my land. The cemetery where all my family was buried, my great grandma’s property and 
where she was buried, and the land itself. Knowing that my people walked this land since for hundreds of 
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years. My grandma told me to try walking bare foot on the earth and it felt powerful. I was starting to feel like 
a real Indian. 

 

One thing I loved doing was going to pow-wows. They were so much fun and gave me a strong feeling 
of connection with my culture. This was something I wasn’t use to because Indian culture is so lost and 
confused with this mythical idea of what being Indian is. In my opinion, there are the ways of how the Indian 
use to be, and there are the ways of the Indian today. But pow-wows are a good combination of both. I’d have 
to say my favorite part of pow-wows is watching my people get their hustle on. Crowds of white people come 
to pow-wows to either claim their whole pinky toes worth of Indian blood or observe the ancient Indians. It 
might sounds corny to you, but those people look even cornier to us. 

We all know who these people are. The obviously white people with shirts that have pictures of wolves 
in front of the moon with trees, or native pride hats. They love to explain with pride how their family is some 
how connected to the Indians. Lame…But there I am sitting underneath the shade of my uncles friend’s stand 
where he was selling arrow heads. Now, he made beautiful arrow heads, but the stories he made up for them 
were completely fabricated. I loved listening to him bull shit customer after customer with some outrageous 
story of the arrow heads history. The drunker he got, the more unbelievable the stories got and the less he 
cared. He’d have a group of white people gather around his grand tale of the great battle that happened on 
the reservation. Of course no battle ever happened, but those tourists ate it up. But around 4:30-ish to 
5:00pm and working on his second case of beer, he started goofing around to much. He had already pocketed 
nearly $800 in arrowhead money and was now drunk.  

This poor old lady didn’t believe his stories, was tired and a little sun burnt, wanted to go home, and 
just wanted an arrowhead. She wasn’t even worried about the price, she just wanted the damn arrowhead. 
Every arrowhead she asked about, this guy starts up a new story of how valuable it is and where it came from. 
He was so drunk and out of fresh bullshit that he claimed one arrow head was pulled from Jesus’ ribs but he’d 
let it go for $500. Eventually this poor old lady got an arrowhead for $150 and went home. Then this drunk 
Indian is gonna try to brag and preach to me about how to be a good salesman.  

One thing that did suck was that once again, no hot water for showers on the reservation. You can’t 
tell if Indians are clean or dirty unless they stink, and they always smell like beer. So who cares? I remember I 
was stoned and drinking with my uncle one day when he  lifted his leg on the table and bent down to smell the 
opening in his shorts. He caught a whiff of his balls and said “Aaahhhck! Damn boy it’s time to shower. Whooo 
that smells good!”  

 Everything was okay until grandma had to go to the clinic for her therapy. She was on her second 
round of breast cancer. She got it when she was in her thirties, lost part of her titty, was cancer free for twelve 
years, and now it was back for her other titty. Poor grandma. Sony came home and started going crazy when I 
told him grandma went down to the clinic.   

 I know that’s his mom and all, but he started really acting crazy. Crystal meth and alcohol are an 
extremely bad combination in Indians for those who didn’t know. I know it’s a bad combo in general, but it’s 
really bad for Indians. Especially one who has been hooked on both since his teens and was probably drinking 
in between feigning attacks. I told him that his mother was at the clinic and he started freaking out about how 
grandma was dying. He threw an empty beer bottle at me that missed and hit one of grandma’s pictures. The 
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walls of my grandma’s house were covered with pictures of family and Indian posters. Dream catchers hung 
from the ceiling and Indian blankets were draped over the couches and cushion chairs in the living room. Sony 
continued on his alcoholic druggie rampage that was heading my way. He pushed me to the floor and was 
nearly foaming at the mouth with rage and pain.  He pulled out his knife and pointed it at me while giving me 
a speech about being a warrior. Then he stabbed himself in the arm and looked at me fierce. Blood was 
dripping down his arm and he just stared at me hard. Then he took a nearly empty beer bottle and poured the 
remains of his beer on his wound. And as if that wasn’t crazy enough, he smeared some sage into his wound 
and looked at me like a big tuff guy. He turned to leave and stormed out of the house. I got up and was in 
shock at what happened. What a freaking weirdo!  

 I stepped outside and lit up a rollie cigarette.  On the reservation there wasn’t a store around for about 
twenty-three miles. So when I did catch a ride to the store, I bought roll up cigarettes because they lasted 
longer and I could smoke out of my pipe. I was sitting in a cushion chair outside smoking when I saw uncle 
Sony walking from the fire station across the street. My grandma’s house was on this hill across from the fire 
station so Sony couldn’t see me with the sun in his face. But I saw him and watched as he moaned and 
groaned like a little stupid baby holding his arm as he walked back. I heard “ Ssssssss!” and “Ahhhhhh!” as he 
walked up the steep drive way. He stopped making the noises when he saw me sitting and smoking with a big 
grin. He gave me a look daring me to say anything and I remained quiet looking the other way. I was still 
smiling though.  

 Grandma came back that day and I had to explain how I broke the picture. Luckily that was a small 
matter when compared to Sony’s big story about how he had been walking down the street when a car full of 
white boys jumped out and stabbed him in the arm. Now, there is one little white town about half an hour 
from our reservation that would never dream of touching an Indian boy from Mesa Grande. Much less Rising 
Son who had a notorious reputation around all the reservations . But here this tragedy had occurred out of no 
where. My grandma is nothing short of an OG, and by OG I mean “Original Gangster.” She was known for 
shoot outs with men and police, drug trafficking, drug manufacturing, and anything else gang related. She had 
other big names in her house in less than half an hour at the news of Sony’s attack. Of course, you the reader 
and I know what really happened, but lets just say if Sony or any of those reservation Indians read this, I’d be 
in big trouble. Sony was in too deep now with his lie to turn back. Mafia type Indians were searching through 
the white town looking for a white car full of white boys that was really just a white lie. I was the only witness 
to what really happened and I didn’t have the balls to speak up. I let Sony know that I would co-sign with his 
story and never say a word to our family about what really happened. But this was enough for me, I was going 
home. The next day I hitch hiked all the way to beginning of the cities and caught the link rail back to 
Oceanside. I was back home in less than three hours of leaving the reservation. 

 My best friend and worst nightmare: 

 When I got back to Oceanside I went to see my dad first. His ex-girlfriend was a little bitter that I had 
been living there for a year and never once paid rent. On top of that I was an alcoholic drug dealer who was 
always into trouble. I wasn’t welcome to live there anymore. I visited with my dad and was then on my way to 
see my home boy Jake. His mom told me he had moved in with his older brothers in the apartment on the 
other side of hers. I walked over and found his apartment where he was staying. His older brother opened the 
door and let me in. Jake wasn’t home yet and it was just him (Brian), his girlfriend Amelia, and Brian and Jakes 
oldest brother Jason. Brian was cool as hell and the middle brother. He was also the alpha male and the one 
who got the most business handled. Jason was the oldest brother and a tweeker. Both Brian and Jason were 
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from Oceanside originally but were running away from parole in South Carolina. Jason was covered in tattoos 
including the top of the head, back of the head, and face. One last comment about Jake, Jason, and Brian is 
that they are Skinheads.  

 Oceanside is filled with Skinheads and was the focus of a major Skinhead movement that was planted 
by leaders of the famous Orange County chapter. Short story shorter, Jake and his brothers allowed me to 
move in with them while I looked for work and agreed to help with the rent. That is how I met James, a friend 
of Brian’s from when they were little and an important figure in the Oceanside Skinheads.  

 James took an instant liking to me and spent a lot of time getting to know me. He was a two time 
prison convict and was covered in tattoos that depicted Nazi support. On the back of his head was 
“SKINHEAD” tattooed in bold letters. James was nearly full Irish except for a little bit of Native American.  But 
who isn’t Native American? James had a big sense of humor and we got along great. I should also include that 
my time in Oceanside changed my appearance and style altogether. All my nice jeans and shoes were replaced 
with Dickies shorts, wife beaters, regular sized tee shirts, high socks, and Vans or Chuck Taylors. I was tatted 
on my neck, right arm, sleeved on my left, and always looking for more. I also had dropped gang banging and 
forgot what the concept meant altogether. I enjoyed life and lived the lifestyle that only Southern California 
can afford you. A sense of freedom unmatched anywhere else in the world. Things were going along pretty 
well for me. I was working at this body piercing shop, and I was living every day like I wanted. With my best 
friends drinking and smoking weed everyday and loving it. That’s when I made a major mistake that would 
bring me crashing down to my knees. 

 One day I was chilling at home when James came over like usual. We talked for a little bit and he told 
me to follow him into the kitchen with Jason. They were about to smoke a bowl of crystal meth and wanted 
me to try it. I had never touched it before and had always told myself I never would. But I wasn’t strong 
enough to say no. I was desperate to hold onto the respect and acceptance of my peers and gave in. I was 
given a quick tutorial of how to properly smoke the drug and took my first hit of crystal meth. The feeling is 
one that spreads instantly throughout your body. It’s one that your body couldn’t create on it own and one 
that it enjoys very much. Energy mixed with a pleasant sense of comfort. The first few times you smoke makes 
you feel that the stories you’ve heard about the drug are exaggerated or blown out of proportion. You enjoy 
the company you keep and honestly have a good time. It’s the after affects and result of continuous use that 
become hazardous.  

 A pattern developed that was way too easy to notice which was that I didn’t sleep. I’d watch the sun 
rise again and again and then sleep for a few days. Regardless to say, I lost my job in the first month of 
exposure to the drug. James also had a job that he lost after a month. Brian and Jake also used with us but 
were better at controlling their uses. Because of this, James targeted me as his drug partner which was fine 
with me. We would smoke meth and go skateboarding, bike riding, and have a blast. That is, when we weren’t 
coming down. I was hanging out with James one night when I discovered that he had found a new method of 
using the drug. Needle injection was the scariest thing I had ever seen. I’d watch James shoot up and get all 
crazy. I stuck to smoking while James kept pressuring me to join him. One day I was extremely high, feeling like 
superman, and told James I was down to shoot up.  

 A spoon was set before me and a pile of crystal shards was poured into it. The shards were broke down 
into as fine a powder as possible. From there, a syringe was used to measure water and was added to the 
spoon. A tiny piece of cotton was tossed into the spoon and soaked up as much of the concoction as allowed. 
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The needle was then placed on the cotton and used to suck up the poison. From that point, all that was 
needed was injection into my veins and supply. 

 The sting of the needle was followed by a slight burning as the drugs rushed through my veins. I always 
shot in my right arm so that it was quick to hit my heart where the real rush began. You knew when it hit (only 
seconds after injection) because your chest went icy and made you feel like you had to cough. Your back 
tingled and spread to your hands and feet. My heart slammed in my chest and I felt a surge of energy unlike 
anything I ever felt. A sickness of power and an almost demonic influence on my mind and body. From here, a 
string of events would begin that nearly brought an end to my entire world. I look back now and see face after 
face of friends who watched in terror as I changed day by day into a monster. My dad cried and begged me to 
stop but I couldn’t. I still see faces of people I hurt and struck terror into their life. I can still see myself and the 
way I looked and carried myself.  

Save Me: 

I am sad to say that I was put on a several month long ride of shooting drugs and committing robberies 
that I can not go into details of. I shrank to skin and bone and my eyes turned black. I lived behind sun glasses 
and disappeared into a world of tweekers. My dad cried for me when I overdosed on an extremely large 
amount of meth and was put in the hospital. I can’t tell you why that whole situation even took place and it 
makes me sick to my stomach to this very day. All I can say is that the drug changes you and your view of the 
world. It wasn’t that I wanted to die, but I felt I couldn’t die and was instead invincible to any and all forms of 
harm. On top of that, I wanted to challenge my surroundings. Coming out of Jamaica left me very bitter, angry, 
and hostile towards the world. The combination it made with the drugs was a very dangerous one. One day 
James and I were shooting up and I decided to up my shot to more quantity for a bigger rush. I thought I had 
mixed it right but must have added too much water or possibly a tiny fiber of cotton got mixed in my shot. The 
result was that my arm burned badly when I injected and my stomach instantly went sick. I threw up all over 
the floor and felt my body leave my control. The rush was the most intense feeling I ever felt and was too 
much to control. It felt like my head was vibrating and my eyes couldn’t stop shaking. My jaw was chattering 
uncontrollably and in the back of mind it seemed like I heard tin foil crinkling. My stomach and mind was 
swirling and I fought to stay conscious through the dizziness.  This was on top of several days with no sleep 
and my body shut down. My eyes closed, body went numb, and I fell head first towards the bathroom floor 
unconscious. James caught me and tried to wake me up. He splashed water on my face and tried to bring me 
back, but I was gone. I woke up once for a moment in the hospital and was back out again. The second day of 
my visit, my older sister came and got me out. She cried when she saw me but let me stay at her house for a 
few days while I slept my dope off. I was sick and needed some one to save me. I called my mama from my 
sisters house and tried to talk to her. The meth was still in my system and I know I must have sounded 
hysterical to her and my step dad. My mother had warned me not to come down here. She grew up in 
Oceanside and knew how the cesspool reeled people in and swallowed them up. I begged her to let me come 
home and save me but was rejected. Her reasoning wasn’t absurd either. She had my two little brothers and 
my little sister to protect and could risk having me there. I had become a monster that no one wanted to be 
apart of. No one was there for me except James when I left my sister’s house, and he was there for me with a 
big bag of meth and two loaded guns. When I came back, he put it in my head that I had passed to a higher 
level of the drugs and that now it would never be able to do that to me again. What’s sad is that he was right. I 
reached a climax of physical damage that drug could do to me. Every use from then on was a rush of power 
and greed mixed with evil. It was as if a demon in me had had its’ chains broken and was now loose and free 
running around in my mind and body. He was here to survive, was hungry for evil and thirsty for drugs.  
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I found myself in hotel rooms covered with bags of stolen property, tables covered with money and 
drugs, and accompanied with people I suspected of turning on me at any moment. James and I were sitting at 
a table high as shit counting money and weighing bags of meth. Weighing and bagging, counting and stacking. 
As we were doing this, a girl who had been running with us and served as James’ sex slave for dope came 
crawling over to us doing our business on the table. She began to perform oral sex on James right there in 
front of me under the table. James was distracted momentarily and I continued to count.  

My gun (38.cal revolver snub nose) was lying on the table unloaded. We had a recent mishap when the 
gun was loaded and the hammer pulled back. James asked me how to put the hammer down without shooting 
the gun. I told him how and he didn’t seem to get it. He asked me to show him and I took the gun. I was too 
high to know what happened, I just remembered my ears ringing and being shocked. I had pulled the trigger 
without even touching the hammer to lower it. The gun went off in the room and hit the wall that led to the 
bathroom. James was having a fit and I couldn’t stop laughing. From that little episode, the gun was to be 
unloaded at all times. 

So James is getting oral sex performed on him when he looks at me and asks if I want to play Russian 
roulette. I thought he was challenging me as we often provoked each other. I accepted his challenge and took 
the gun. I put one bullet into the chamber and spun it. I handed the gun to James who put it to his head. 
James was just joking and had no intention of playing Russian roulette. As he held the gun to his head, the girl 
told him not to joke like that. He looked at her with a stupid look and laughed as he said the gun wasn’t 
loaded. Then he made my heart skip as he put the gun to her head a pulled the trigger. My stomach went sick 
but I was speechless. I literally couldn’t speak or pronounce a sound. The girl survived the first deadly click and 
was mad at James for “joking” like that. He had a mischievous smirk and pulled the trigger three more times 
very quickly with the gun pressed to the girls face as she stared ignorantly into the barrel. One more click and 
the following would be a bang into the afterlife. James’ entire aura froze with fear as he looked down and saw 
the brass ring filling a chamber slot in the gun. He looked at me like I was crazy and informed me that the gun 
was loaded. I was still a little froze and replied that yes, it was in fact loaded. James took out the bullet and the 
girl freaked out. The realization that she was just a click away from death was too much for her tweeked out 
mind. She locked herself in the bathroom for few hours crying to her self, then bolted for the front door and 
was gone into the night. Soon as the door closed me and James started cracking up. Maybe that’s how we 
masked our real fear of what we had done, but what choice did we have? Hold each other and cry? We were 
ruthless, cut throat, and our only loyalties belonged to each other. 

The next step was that I found myself sleeping in the streets because I was too ashamed to face any of 
the people that loved me. The drugs had turned me into a person I couldn’t recognize and didn’t like. James 
had lost his mind and what made him human, and I was barely holding onto what was left in me. I discovered 
that when the brain is up for so long, at some point it needs sleep. When sleep wont come, the dreams you 
should be having come forth and share the real world you see. Or in my case, the nightmares I should be 
having were alive in front of me. I saw things that weren’t there and heard things that weren’t said. All around 
me I’d swear I see people only to double take and they’d be gone. Shadow people as the tweekers called 
them. Extreme paranoia kicked in and soon James and I had turned on everyone we knew. We struggled to 
keep our trust with each other up. We used force and fear as a way to intimidate people into doing what we 
wanted. 

On top of this I was walking around high as a kite with a pocket full of money and a loaded gun. One 
stop by police and I would be done for. James had become extremely ruthless and engaged in actions that 
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were extremely violent and uncalled for. I, as the devil’s right hand man, had the only option of watching in 
terror or joining in depending on my status of drug intake. I watched and joined in actions that I grieved over 
in brief moments of sobriety. James was all I had and protected me from every danger you could encounter in 
the drug world including himself. He was my best friend and my worst nightmare. Still in hell, I needed 
someone to save me from all of this. That’s when I made the best decision I could’ve made and one that save 
me from death or worse. I had a fresh pocket of money from a fresh victim of a particularly violent robbery I 
participated in.  

With that money, I bought a greyhound ticket to Seattle Washington and didn’t tell a soul. I packed 
one bag full of clothes and got on that bus out of Oceanside. I made it to the Tacoma Dome Station and called 
my mom’s cell phone. She told me I was not welcome home and not to call her again. That crushed my heart 
and I felt as alone and abandoned as I had in Jamaica. I had been through some serious mental, emotional, 
and physical abuse on these drugs, and needed help. My mother refused to help me and I had no one in 
Washington I could call on. 

I could barely remember where my grandma lived in Tacoma and spent the night searching for her 
apartments. I eventually found them and saw my Grammy who I hadn’t seen since before I was locked up in 
2005. My Grammy has always been there for me. She is so small and fragile that if you hugged too hard you 
could crush her. She and I had always had a very strong and close relationship. She claimed me as her only 
family above her own daughters and other grand children. She loved God with all her heart and prayed for me 
everyday. She saw me and cried when I told her the truth of what I had been through. She told me that God 
brought me to her home and was now asking me if I had had enough. I had been through hell and back over 
the last four years and felt so much pain and misery that I couldn’t even begin to comprehend why or how I 
could’ve brought so much down on myself.  

My Grammy’s home is very small and is the place where I find pure peace. She has no furniture and has 
slept on the floor for most her life. She has one table, a TV, and two chairs for furniture in her one bedroom 
apartment. She cooked for me and fed me while I regained my strength. My Grammy was taking care of me 
and was helping through this troubling time. As I sobered up, I felt the repercussions of the meth. I felt what it 
was like to feign for a drug and feel my body turn weak. I would lay there feeling sick and craving what I knew I 
had to resist. My Grammy cried when I couldn’t stop shaking and had all the blankets on me but still felt cold. 
Seeing her cry made me cry and planted the seed that helped me stay sober and fight through these 
withdrawals. I forced my way through the grip the drugs had on me and made a vow to myself. Once I felt 
what it was like to feign for a drug, I would never again participate in providing or selling any drug to another 
human being. I made another vow to my Grammy who said if I ever relapsed it would kill her. I vowed never to 
touch meth as long as I lived and have kept that promise. As I came out of the fog and back to reality, I had to 
face the people I had hurt while intoxicated out of my mind. Those people still haunt me in my sleep to this 
day. I broke free of that drug and never touched it again. I’ve been sober and free from it for a little over a 
year and am proud of that. I thank my Grammy with all my heart for being the only one there for me when no 
one else was. The only one who would take in the monster everyone else feared. 

With god in my corner and my grammy’s prayers, I managed to get a job and was working hard at a 
contract painting company. I had enough money to rent a room in house close to work and began to slip up. 
Despite everything I had learned and all I had suffered I still found a way to destroy what I had built. I missed a 
rent payment because I had bought a large bag of marijuana. I was putting kids thirteen and fourteen years 
old on my gang and started to slip back into my old ways. I was evicted from my room and went to stay with 
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my lil homie who was fourteen. His mom hated me and I snuck in and out when she was tired from working all 
night long.  I was banging harder than usual on the local gang members and causing trouble with my little 
minions. That’s when I was jumped at a bus stop and had my shoulder dislocated. I couldn’t work at my job 
anymore and was forced to leave. With my head down, in shame beyond words or explanation, I returned 
back to my grammy. She was so ashamed of me that she could barely look at me. The pattern for self 
destruction was still in motion and the formula still strong as ever. That’s when I received a message from 
some one who I hadn’t dreamed of hearing from.  

 

 

Reprogramming:  

Judy Holt was my counselor in Jamaica and the person who saved me from that terrible mess I made in 
the bathroom on my birthday. She informed me that Tranquility Bay had closed because the owner Jay Kay 
was dying. He was only in his early forties but was dying from hepatitis C.  I hate to say it, but ten years worth 
of tortured kids wishing death on you can have a negative affect on ones health. If you believe in that kind of 
stuff, you can imagine how many times we cursed his name. Judy had taken the place of my mother while in 
Jamaica and gave me her email before I left. She lived in Utah and was about to have her home foreclosed on. 
She was moving to Texas and I offered to help her pack. I took a greyhound out to Utah and helped her pack 
her home up. She actually wasn’t moving for three months, but let me stay there and see what Utah was like. I 
also had a biological brother who lived in Utah named Alex.  

Of all my brothers and sisters, Alex was the only one who shared both the same mom and dad as me. 
While I stayed out in Utah, I got to know my brother and hang out with him. We were so similar and had so 
much in common but were from two different worlds. He was adopted at birth and raised in Berkeley 
California by a Japanese doctor and a Jewish lawyer. He lived his life in the lap of luxury and was sent to a 
program similar to mine in Utah for the exact same amount of time that I served.  We grew close and found 
that we had more in common than we thought. The way we saw the world differed, but the way we enjoyed 
and approached the world was the same. The same situations and challenges he had come face to face with 
were the same that approached me. Where Alex had failed I failed. I found it interesting that when I told my 
Indian Grandma of what had happened when I was taken, she reacted as if it were normal. Of Course it did she 
said. All the young Indian men of our tribe have to face it. They are taken from here and dragged to the 
schools where the whites try to take away your spirit. They cut your hair, make you walk in lines, fill your head 
with their ideas and thoughts, and then spit you out into the world.  Its been that way since the first white and 
Spanish men showed up and is a curse we must all inherit. Both my uncles were locked up and taken away by 
police when they were 14 and 15 years old. My dad ran away from home at 13 and escaped the lock down in 
exchange for a different method of hardship. Even my brother and I who were taken away from our lands at 
young ages, (Alex at birth) had to pay our dues. My Uncles did three years, I did 33 months and so did Alex. 
Three is a sacred number to our people because it’s when the spirits come out. I was three months short of 
three years, as was Alex.   

While I stayed with Judy I got to see a side of life I had never seen or wanted to be part of. My 
experience with the upper of upper class in park city was one that was making a heavy influence on my life. I 
wanted money. Not like asking for money, but I wanted to have enough money to make me be my own man. I 
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wanted to start from nothing and climb to the top. Judy wanted to go and see if she could land a job in San 
Diego and wanted me to come on the road trip where we would stop in Vegas for a week.  

 Here I was rollin through Las Vegas with Judy feeling like a king in the Bentley. While in Vegas I 
saw the high rollers and wealthy throwing money into machines, sipping drinks I had never heard of, and it 
was all nothing to them. Just a nice vacation to burn through the funds that never ended. I wanted all of it. 
After a week of pretty much getting trashed and wandering around Las Vegas me and Judy set out for San 
Diego. Judy was looking for an area that was more high class called Coronado Island. While down here, we got 
a hold of my boy Preston who was in the Jamaica program as long as me. He drove down and I felt a weird 
vibe off him. He had changed since I last saw him. He had a look of a killer, was tatted, and told stories that 
reflected my life to an almost T. The experiences we shared made me wonder how many of us who left the 
programs actually found the success that the programs promised. From what I gathered from the few people 
I’ve heard from, the program pretty much just chewed us up and spit us out. We came out of there feeling 
awkward and not sure what to think of what we had been through. 

Me and Preston did show up to my dads house who was shocked to see me. “What the fuck are you 
doing here?”, he asked jokingly but serious confused. I told him we were just hanging out  and smoking some 
bud. Judy stayed down in Coronado for over three weeks while I was out in Oceanside (only like 20 min. 
difference). While in Oceanside I was on the super down low. I took all the back streets and creeped around 
with one eye on the look out for police, the other for people who wanted me dead. James was in prison and 
would be for a long time as far as I know. Going back to Oceanside was good for me because it made realize 
that this was not a place I wanted to be and it was time to close this chapter of my life.   

Living with Judy was just what I needed at the exact time I needed it. It was a break from everything 
that was going on and gave me time to re-evaluate my life. I consider myself extremely lucky to have the 
chances that I have had to correct my life without them costing me everything. While at Judy’s I started talking 
to a girl online. I was all alone out there and enjoyed the conversations with her. She was from Seattle and 
met me through having seen me on my best friend’s “friend list”.  We talked for two months and got to know 
each other.  

I was brand new to meeting anyone and talking to them online. I had never done it but was in a perfect 
position to do so. As time passed on I was preparing to return to Seattle but had no where to go. Krystina 
asked her family if I could stay with them and some how got it approved by them. They were staying in a hotel 
room and were cramped for space as it was, but still took me in. Once again I was receiving mercy from a 
stranger and still didn’t know why. At this point in my life I can’t say I have done many things that I am truly 
proud of, and am a little confused at how there seems to be some kind of net that catches me near the 
bottom. 

Krystina and I spent every day together and got to know each other more intensely. From reading this 
book you would think I don’t deserve a woman like her. I would have to agree with you. But Krystina is the 
type of person who being around her made me strive to better myself if I was to keep her. Not once has she 
just snapped at me or bitched me out. She is unselfish and appreciates everything I do for like it’s our first 
week dating. I kept waiting for her to change and turn into a bitch, but it never came. She wakes up with a 
smile every morning when she rolls over and see’s me. She gives me space when I’m mad and comforts me 
when it’s just the right moment. She stands by me with my decisions, and believes in me even when I don’t. 
She doesn’t have to be right and doesn’t rub it in when I’m wrong.  She gets ready for me when she knows I’m 
coming home just because. She even cooks and cleans as long as it’s not the dishes. Her personality is loyal, 
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loving, and stronger than most people I know. She has been through a lot with her upbringing and has chosen 
to rise above it at her own will and strength. There are so few people like Krystina left on this planet and even 
fewer that are women in my age group. She doesn’t try to change me, doesn’t act up in front of my friends, 
and she trusts me. And all she has ever asked from he is that I love her, be loyal, faithful, and responsible as a 
man should be for his woman. She is the inspiration for me to change my direction of life and the only reason 
I’m near to being on track right now. In six months of being together we found out that we are expecting a 
baby and are about to start a family. Our baby girl is expected in August and we are already in process of 
properly preparing for our baby. Still, in the back of mind is the constant awareness that I have a pattern for 
misery and self destruction. I watch for the signs and steer clear as best I can. 

Looking Back: 

I have finally stopped falling down the mountain side and have slid to a final stop. My mind and body 
have been through some harsh bumps and hard falls, but is now finally at rest. I consider myself lucky to have 
what I have, which is experiences that have relieved me of carrying around the weight of immaturity. I’ve seen 
so many people my age who think they know what the real world is, and what the consequences of their 
actions are, but they don’t. I’ve held my head stubbornly high and walked into situations that were far beyond 
me. I’ve played the most dangerous games with my life and with those around me only to survive. I’ve felt the 
difference between a victory of winning a fight and a victory of walking away from one. I know the difference 
between fear and respect, and the difference between courage and ignorance. I know how to properly think 
with my head and feel with my heart. I have lived in darkness where there is comfort in not knowing what 
you’re surrounded by, and I’ve lived in light where your sight can be a liability. In Jamaica I told you that I read 
a book called The Prince by Machiavelli. In that book he asked the prince whether it is better to be loved or 
feared. I’ve lived part of my life being feared and found that when you are feared enough by people, you will 
have your way. But when you are loved enough by people you will find your way. Sometimes the things that 
you treasure most and hold dearest to you loose their value as time passes. Even something you’ve fought for, 
bled for, and risked dying for. And looking back at some of those things that I thought were so real and 
important, I wonder why I sacrificed so much for them. Wondering why you sacrificed so much for them won’t 
do you any good. Looking for what you gained while sacrificing for them will. The ideas and values that I 
fought for in Jamaica were stupid, useless, and beside the point. The unexpected tools I picked up while in the 
process of doing so proved to be what mattered. From the ages of fifteen to nineteen I went through 
experiences that few others have. I learned how to survive at the bottom and I’ve learned what lives at the 
bottom. I consider myself a very well prepared human being for the next stages of life that are to come. One 
day my child will be at an age where the same nightmares come knocking on her door. I can only hope and 
pray that my child doesn’t have to walk the roads I’ve had to. I don’t take for granted the opportunities that 
most of the people I’ve met will not have. Even now there seems to be a large number of people I use to know 
who sit in ongoing torments because I escaped where they didn’t. People who even now as I write sit behind 
bars wishing they could get up and trade places with me. Some of those people could be where I am now if 
they hadn’t traded places with me. My Grammy asked me if I had had enough. I have had enough but will that 
be enough is the real question. Even to this day I find myself constantly on alert watching for the traps that I 
set for myself. I know there is much more to learn, I only hope it’s not the same method in which I have to 
learn it. I had some one tell me before that I love the misery. They asked me questions about my childhood 
and pointed to my answers as clues to why I think the way I do now about certain things. I’m not writing this 
to you as an old man who has triumphed in life and came from the bottom. I write this to you as a young man 
who had just realized he has been in the gutter the whole time. I just turned twenty years old and am still 
looking for a way to start my life up. I can honestly say to my younger readers that you should always keep an 
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open mind set. Most of the things you know you know, are not true. Most the things you believe in now, you 
won’t in a few years from now. Keep your eyes and ears open, and always ask questions. Watch you role 
models and who you glorify. If things always seem to be going wrong for you, like they did for me, ask yourself 
why you keep self destructing. Look for traps you set for yourself and disarm the bombs you leave behind. 
Save yourself because in these years you’ll begin to see that no one else will. It’s hard to believe that I can 
impact the youth today in a positive direction because you couldn’t have gotten through my wall of 
stubbornness even to save me from my own self destructive ways. But maybe I was just one book away from 
giving in and trying again. The point is we have to keep trying. Find yourself before you lose yourself. 

 


